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ABSTRACT
A UNIFICATION AND COMPARISON OF THE 
METHODS OF CONSTRUCTION FOR 
DECENTRALIZED STABILIZING CONTROLLERS
All Aydın Koçan
M.S. in Electrical and Electronics Engineering 
Advisor: Prof. Dr. A. B. Özgüler 
September 1993
In this thesis, the construction and characterization methods that use stable 
proper fractional representation for the solution of decentralized stabilization 
problem is presented in a unified manner. Four methods of construction are 
given starting with a right coprime fractional representation of the plant over 
the ring of stable transfer functions. One of these methods is a new construc­
tion procedure that exploits the Smith-McMillan canonical form. Connections 
between some of the characterization methods are explicitly shown.
Keywords : Control system synthesis, linear systems, multivariable control 
systems, decentralized stabilization, internal stability.
Ill
ÖZET
AYRIŞIK İÇ DENETLEYİCİLER İÇİN ÇÖZÜM 
YÖNTEMLERİNİN BİRLEŞTİRİLMESİ VE 
KARŞILAŞTIRILMASI
Ali Aydın Koçan
Elektrik ve Elektronik Mühendisliği Bölümü Yüksek Lisans 
Danışman: Prof. Dr. A. B. Özgüler 
Eylül 1993
Bu tezde, ayrışık kararlılık probleminin çözümünün sentezi ve karakteri- 
zasyonu için kararlı uygun oranlar tekniğini kullanan tüm yöntemler aynı çatı 
altında verilmektedir. Bu dört sentez yöntemi de sistemin kararlı transfer fonk­
siyonlar halkasındaki sağ oranlı gösteriminden baışlayarak sunulmaktadır. Bu 
metodlardan biri Smith-McMillan genel formundan yararlanmaktadır ve yeni 
bir sentez yöntemidir. Bazı karakterizasyon metodlarınm birbirleri arasındaki 
ilişki de açık bir şekilde gösterilmektedir.
Anahtar Kelimeler : Denetim sistem tasarımı, doğrusal sistemler, çokdeğiş- 
kenli kontrol sistemleri, ayrışık kararlılaştırma, iç kararlılık.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
The usage of the word “decentralized” in control is in parallel with its ev­
eryday usage : There is no central authority supervising the whole control 
process but a number of local authorities applying local controls via processing 
a subset of output variables and controlling a subset of input variables. A 
significant difference from everyday usage is that in control applications the 
local authority's knowledge of the structure of the system is not restricted to a 
subsystem, i.e., before applying their controls the local controllers are equipped 
with the knowledge of the whole structure of the system that they are partly to 
control. Decentralized control becomes necessary in cases where the controller 
is required to have a constrained feedback structure due to some practical rea­
sons which make the centralized control impossible. Even in cases where there 
are no a priori constraints on feedback structure, decentralized control may be 
preferable to centralized control due to reliability and complexity.
Decentralized stabilization problem (DSP) is concerned with achieving the 
most basic one among the many possible decentralized control objectives, i.e., 
internal stability. A few example may illustrate the class of problems that 
interest us.
E xam ple 1.1. [23] Imagine a house with many rooms, in each of which 
a man tries to control room temperature by watching a thermometer and ad­
justing a heater. Each heater greatly affects the other rooms through highly 
conducting walls. There is uncertainty in the sense that no man knows what 
happens in the other rooms. Under what conditions can each man control his 
own temperature without communicating with the others?
E xam ple 1.2. [15] Consider the hybrid control architecture below where S
1
is a selection matrix. Suppose that you want to design a hybrid position/force 
control law for each degree of freedom, i.e., each degree of freedom is uniquely 
specified as being either position controlled or force controlled. In order to pro­
duce the necessary motion, we must solve the dynamic equation of the robot 
and find the necessary input. This task is the determination of the inverse 
dynamics, and in order to produce the necessary input, one must design a 
controller. However, when we want to track both the desired force and trajec­
tory, designing controllers seperately is preferable for simplicity. Therefore, we 
implement the overall control by designing two controllers for each joint of a 
manipulator. The question we would like to answer is, under what conditions 
can the overall control be satisfactory, i.e., under what conditions the desired 
trajectories are asymptotically tracked when the trajectories are generated by 
stable dynamics ?
Figure 1.1: Hybrid control architecture
Many researchers have made attempts to find the solvability conditions 
of DSP. In 1974, it has been shown by Wang and Davison [21] that DSP is 
solvable if and only if the open-loop plant has no unstable decentralized fixed 
modes. These modes are the open-loop eigenvalues that can not be moved by 
any constant decentralized compensators. The paper by Corfmat and Morse 
[4] approached the problem by regarding it as a problem of making a v channel 
system stabilizable and detectable through one channel via static feedbacks 
around the remaining t/ — 1 channels. In [4] the solvability of DSP depends 
on the “completeness” of certain system matrices belonging to the interacting 
subsystems and on identifying the strongly connected components of the sys­
tem. It has later been shown in Anderson and Clements [1], there is a direct 
relation between the completeness condition of Corfmat and Morse and the 
absence of decentralized fixed modes as defined by Wand and Davison. The 
step of identifying the strongly connected components is removed by Özgüler 
[10], Vidyasagar and Viswanadham [20], Gündeş and Desoer [6], Unyelioglu 
and Özgüler [16] by applying dynamic compensators to each of the channels 
instead of constant compensators. Using dynamic compensators of comparable
order at all channels may also be preferable to using constant compensators in 
all channels but one as argued in [2]. In such cases, the construction method of 
[4] may have a disadvantage. The fractional representation approach is much 
more suitable for examining the set of all solutions, e.g., see [19], [7]. The 
fractional setup has later been used by [11], [6], [16] in DSP. The final aim 
of these attempts hcis been to be able to obtain a chciracterization in terms 
of a free matrix parameter which can be used in much the same way as the 
Youla-Bongiorno-Jabr (YBJ) parameterization [22],[19]. However, it is now 
clear that except in some trivial cases a free matrix parameterization is not 
possible. These results however are still useful as illustrated by [17] and [12] in 
which such characterizations are used to satisfy further control objectives.
In this thesis, our primary purpose is to present in a unified manner the 
construction and characterization methods that use stable proper fractional 
representation. In doing this, we also obtain new results such as
(i) an extension of the construction method of [6] to »/-channel systems,
(ii) clarification of connection between alternative methods.
Our main aim in this thesis has been to investigate possible shortcuts the 
usage of the Smith-McMillan form might cause in the construction method of 
[6]. For the case i/ = 2, this aim has been fulfilled and the construction can be 
achieved by a simple application of Lemma 2.7 below. In the case of »/ > 2, 
the shortcut that Lemma 2.7 provides is somewhat limited.
The organization of the thesis is cis follows. The next chapter is devoted to 
technical preliminaries where the notation and terminology is introduced and 
several algebraic properties of the stable proper ring are reviewed. In chapter 
3, we present the existing methods for the construction of a solution to DSP in 
a proper fractional setup. In this chapter all methods start from a fixed right 
coprime fractional representation of the plant for the sake of a unified presen­
tation. In chapter 4, the existing methods of characterization of all solutions 
and the connection between the methods are given. Two practical examples 
are given in chapter 5 in order to expose the application of the methods given 
in chapters 3 and 4. The last chapter is on conclusions.
Chapter 2
NOTATION AND
MATHEMATICAL
PRELIMINARIES
This chapter introduces the algebraic framework used in the thesis. First sec­
tion is devoted to rings that are relevant in the fractional approaches to control 
theory. The second section consider the matrices over the proper stable ring 
S. Next two sections are on coprime factorizations and some canonical forms 
over S. Lemma 2.7 is a utilization of Smith-McMillan form, used in Method 
3 of Section 3.2 which is among the main contributions of this thesis. Section 
2.5 considers the topological aspects of the ring S. The last section is on the 
stability of a feedback loop, where the fractional representations of the plant 
and compensator are expressed over S.
2.1 Rings o f System  Theoretic Significance
For a strictly positive integer A, N  denotes the ordered set {1, 2, . . . ,A } . 
A subset {*1, *2j · · · i */j} of N  is called a p roper subset of N  if N and 
N —{¿1, 12, · · ·) *ii) is nonempty where A — B  denotes the complement of the set 
B  in the set A. We denote by Cn the set of all proper subsets of N.
By C and R, we denote the fields of complex and real numbers, respectively. 
We let Ce be the set of complex numbers including infinity. The symbol C+* 
denotes the closed right half plane including infinity and R+e denotes the set of
real positive numbers including infinity. Let R[s] denote the ring of polynomials 
in the indeterminate s with coefficients from R. The field of fractions of R(s] is 
the field of rational functions R(a) in the indeterminate s with real coefficients. 
It htis the representation
rOC
R(s) — ^ R’W» P *■* TnoniCf (or,)9) is coprime},
where a polynomial is called monic if the coefficient of the largest power of 
s in its expression is 1 and where two polynomials are called coprime if they 
have no common roots. The degree of a polynomial a(s) 0 is denoted 
by deg(a). This definition can be extended to nonzero elements of R(«) by 
deg{^) := deg{a) — deg(fi). A rational function is called p roper if deg(^) is 
non positive.
The ring of proper rational functions (or, transfer functions) is defined
by
P  = {5  € R(s) : deg{a) < degip)}. 
P
The rings R[s] and P  are both principal ideal domains, i.e., each is 
a commutative ring with identity, every pair of elements not both zero has 
a greatest common factor that can be expressed <is a linear combination of 
elements and the product of every pair of nonzero elements is nonzero. An 
element is called unit of that ring if it hгıs a multiplicative inverse. Thus the 
set of units of R[s] is the set R  - {0} i.e., the nonzero constants. The set of 
units of P  is given by
a
{ -  e  P  -  {0} : deg(a) = deg{ff)].
The units (respectively, nonunits) of P  are called biproper (respectively, 
s tric tly  proper).
The ring of stable rational functions is the set
C(R ,(i) := {— e R (s ) : P is stable, i.e., has noC+ zeros).
The set of units of R ,(s) is
rOc
{— 6 R#(-s) — {0} : Of is stable},
P
the elements of which are called bistable rational functions. The set of proper 
elements of R»(5) construct the ring of p roper stable rational functions
given by
S := P  n R,(3) = {— € R(5) : deg{a) < deg(j3) and p  is stable).
The elements of S such that
rOt
{ -  € S -  {0} : deg{a) = deg{ß)} 
is called biproper and the set of units of S is
{^ € S — {0} : deg{a) = deg{ß) and a  is stable).
All the rings R[s], P, R ,(5) and S are Euclidean dom ains (i.e., a greatest 
common factor of a pair of elements of that ring can be algorithmically deter­
mined). We will need the Euclidean degree function for S, which is simply the 
number of unstable poles including the poles at infinity of an element. (Units 
of a ring are the elements which has zero Euclidean degree.)
2.2 M atrices over S
We will denote a matrix with entries over S (respectively, R(s) ) with p rows 
and m columns by A € (respectively, A 6 R^^”*(s) ). (If the matrix
dimensions are clear from the context, we write A € M (S) in short.) Two 
elements a, 6 G S are called associates ii a = ub for some unit u € S. For a 
square matrix A, det{A) denotes the determinant of A, and called nonsingular 
if it is nonzero. A nonsingular matrix has an inverse over R(a) denoted by A”* 
satisfying AA' = Ip, where Ip is the identity matrix with size p. Similarly the 
matrix Opxr is the zero matrix with p rows and r columns. By diag{A\ , . . . ,  Aa/} 
we denote the block diagonal matrix having the matrices A,·, i € 
in its main diagonal blocks. For a matrix B, B ' denotes the transpose of B  
and [Bij] denotes the t j ’th submatrix of B. The rank of A 6 is the size of 
the largest minor of nonzero determinant, where a minor of order k is a. k x  k 
submatrix of A formed by deleting any p — k rows and any m — k columns 
and denoted by rank{A). If rank(A) = p then it has a right inverse over 
R(^), i.e., a matrix A 6R(s)”*’^ '’ such that AA = Ip. Similarly if rank{A) =  m
A
then it has a left inverse over R(s), i.e., a matrix A GR (s)"* ’^’ such that 
AA = 7m.
A square matrix U G is called unim odular if t / “’ exists and is over 
Thus U is unimodular if and only if det(U) is a unit of S (i.e. \/dct[U) is
in S). Similarly a left(right) unim odular matrix U € is the one which 
hcis a right(left) inverse over
Two matrices A and B  over S are called left associates over S if there 
exists a unimodular U over S such that A = UB. Similarly A and B  are 
called right associates over S if there exists a unimodular V  over S such 
that A =  BV.
The matrices Ai € i 6 are said to be left coprim e (or,
[Ai A2 . . .  Am ] is left unimodular), if the matrix [/4i A2 . . .  Am] has a right 
inverse over S. Equivalently
ran fc [/l, (s) i42(s) . . .  Am {s) ] = P  Vs €C+.
Similarly, the matrices jB,· 6 i € {1,...,A /}  are said to be rig h t
coprim e, if the matrix [Bi' B2' . . .  Bm T  has a left inverse over S (i.e., it is 
right unimodular). Equivalently
rank
Bx{s)
B2{s)
Bm {s)
= p V s € C + .
(In the text, we write ranfc(fij^(s)) = p  'i s £ C+, in short.)
Let Ai, t € {1,. · ., Af} be matrices over S such that
>1 := [ i4i · · · Am ]
is of full row-rank (i.e., the rank is equal to the number of rows). A square 
matrix L over S is called a left factor of A if there exists a matrix A over S 
such that A — LA. If any other right factor L of A can be written as L = LL  
for some L over S, then L is called a greatest left factor of A, with the 
abbreviations L =glf(A)=gclf(Ai,. . . ,  Am ).
Let Bi, ¿6  {1, ·. ·, A/} be matrices over S such that
Bi
B:=
Bm
is of full column-rank (i.e., the rank is equal to the number of columns). A 
square matrix R is called a right factor of B  if there exists a matrix B  over S
such that B = BR. If any other right factor R o t B  can be written as R  = R R  
for some R  over S, then R  is called a greatest right factor of B, with the 
abbreviations R  = g rf(5 )= g c rf(fii,. . . ,  Bm ), We will use the abbreviation gcf 
instead of gcrf or gclf when B it = 1 ,. . . ,  Af are all scalars.
2.3 Coprime Factorizations
A pair {N, D) is called a righ t coprim e fractional rep resen ta tion  over S 
(r.c.f.r.) of Z € P  if £1 is square, det{D) is nonzero, (AT, D) is right coprime, 
and Z  =  ND~^. Similarly a pair (DyN) is called a left coprim e fractional 
rep resen tation  over S {l.c.f.r.) of Z € P  if is square, detD is nonzero, 
[DyN) is left coprime, and Z  — D~^N. On the other hand (PyQy RyW) is 
called a bicoprim e fractional representation over S (b.c.f.r.) of Z G P  if 
Q is square, det(Q) is nonzero, (P, Q) and (Qy R) are right and left coprime 
pairs, respectively, and Z  =  PQ~^R + W. In case W = 0, we will denote the 
quadruple (P, Qy P , W) by (P, Qy R). The following lemma states the unique­
ness of coprime factorizations.
Lem m a 2.1. ([/P,T/ieorcm 4.1.43]) Let (NyD) be an r.c.f.r. and let (DyN)  
be an l.c.f.r. of Z  E P; then
(i) (XyY)  is also an r.c.f.r. of Z if and only if (XyY)  = (NRyDR)  for 
some unimodular matrix R over S.
(ii) (YyX)  is also an l.c.f.r. of Z if and only if (YyX)  = (LDyLN)  for 
some unimodular matrix L over S.
A compact representation for a left and a right coprime fraction for a trans­
fer matrix is given by the following lemma.
Lem m a 2.2 . {[19yTheorem 4.1.60]) Let (NyD) be a right coprime pair and 
let (DyN) be a left coprime pair. Also let Z  =  ND~^ =  D~^N, where N  6 
S^^'^yD 6 € S^^^'yD € S'’^ ^ Then, there exist matrices St €
gmxp e such that
(2.1)' Tt S t ' ' D - S r ' ' /m 0 ■
- Ñ D N  Tr . 0
The equation 2.1 will be referred to as Generalized Bezout Identity for 
N  D-^ =  b -^ N .
2.4 Canonical Forms
In this section, we introduce two canonical forms, namely the Sm ith canoni­
cal form  on and the Sm ith-M cM illan form  on R ’’^ ’‘(s). For algorithms 
that bring a given matrix to these forms, we refer the reader the existence of 
these forms, we refer the reader to [19, Appendix B.2).
2.4.1 Sm ith  Canonical Form
L em m a 2.3. Let A with I =  rank{A) < Tnin{p,m). There exist
unimodular matrices U and V  € such that
UAV =
h\ 0 · · · 0
0 h2 · · · 0
• ·  ·  ·  
• ·  ·  ·  
• ·  ·  · 0
0 0 · · ·  hi
0 0
(2.2)
where hi belongs to S, and hi divides hi^i for a// x € { 1 , 1 } .  h i’s are 
unique to within a multiplication by a unit. (In case I = min{p, m), some zero 
blocks o f 2.2 do not appear.)
This form is called the Sm ith  canonical form. The factors A,’s are called 
the invariant fcictors of A. We call hi as the smallest invariant factor of A 
(sif(/l)). Note that if A is left unimodular over S, then the Smith canonical 
form of A  is in the form [Ip 0]. Similarly, if A is right unimodular over S, then
Imthe Smith canonical form of A is in the form
0
The following result is easy to prove using Smith canonical forms.
L em m a 2.4. i\20, Lemma A\) Given a matrix M  € S*’**, partitioned as
[E' B'Y, where E  € B  6 I f  a gcf of all I x I minors of M
formed by choosing / — 1 different rows from E  and 1 row from B is a unit,
then there exists a vector v € S” '** such that a gcf of the collection of I x I 
minors, formed by choosing l\ rows from E  and all rows of vB  is a unit.
A sketch of the proof is as follows. Define Oij as the det of an / x / minors of 
M  formed by choosing l\ rows of E  and t ’th row of B  such that same /1 rows 
are selected from E  for fixed j .  The construction of u follows by [19, Appendix 
B.2]. The lemma can be extended such that it is correct even in case / — /1 rows 
are selected from E  and /1 rows are selected from B  when /1 > 1. We refer the 
reader to [20] for the rigorous extension.
The following result can be proved using suitable unimodular transforma­
tions, and some interpolation results.
Lem m a 2.5. {[18, Lemma 3.2]) Let D 6 and B  6
where D is biproper. Assume that
D{s)
rank
0
> 9, V s € Cf ·
[ .4 M  B ( j) J
Then there exists X  € such that {D, A -|- B X ) is right coprime.
The following lemma is used in the construction algorithm of Method 1 in 
Chapter 3.
Lem m a 2.6 . Let D2 6 with rank{D2) =  a, N 2 ^  and
D2{s )
N2{s )
then there exist unimodular matrices U =  [t/,j], V  =  [Vij] with U22 nonsingular 
such that
rank > a , V s 6 C+ (2.3)
>11 U u ' ' D 2'
U2X U22 J
Vi
V2
'11 K 2 1 ^  r /« o '  
2^1 V22 J [0 '9 (2.4)
for some ^  € Sbxc—a
Proof. The existence of unimodular matrices U and V is obvious by the 
Lemma 2.3. However, we want U22 to be nonsingular also. Let K  he a. uni­
modular matrix such that D2 K  = [At 0], and Ai G S“’' “ is nonsingular (non­
singularity of Ai follows by the rank condition posed for Dj). Define [A2 A3] 
:= N2 K , where Aj, A3 are size of and respectively. Thus,
T :=
A, 0 ‘ D2 '
A2 A3 _
K.
10
By 2.3 rank(T(s)) > a V s eC +. Applying Lemma 2.5, there exists X € 
Sc-axa (Ai ,A2 +  AyX) is right coprime. Let t/n , i/u  be such that
Ai + i/i2 (A2 + A3 A") =  /„. Also let [/21 be a left coprime fractional 
representation for (A2 + A3X)Af^. Hence,
(2.5)
Un U n ^ f ]
. t /21 Í/22 J [ A2 + A3A· 0
where Í/22 is nonsingular. Defining Í7 as in 2.5 and V := K  
obtain 2.4.
/ .  0
X  Ic-a
we
□
2.4.2 Sm ith-M cM illan  Form
Let B  6 R ’’^ ”*(s) with I =  rank(B) < min{p,r). There exist unimodular 
matrices U € and V  g such that
U BV =
sa
A 0  · • 0
0 S i  . .
02
• 0
• ·
0
0 0 · . . S i01
0 0
(2.6)
where a,·, belongs to S, (a,·,)?,·) are coprime, and a,· divides o-i+i, /S,-+i 
divides for all Í € { 1 , . . . , /  — 1}. This form is called Sm ith-M cM illan 
form . (In case / =  mm(p,m ), some zero blocks of 2.6 do not appear.) The 
following result, which utilizes the Smith-McMillan form, plays a crucial role 
in the construction Method 3 of Chapter 3.
L em m a 2.7. Lei A € B  € where A has a, B  has b unit invariant
factors and let (A, B) be right coprime. Then, there exist unimodular matrices 
U, V  and W  such that
UAW
for some A, B over S.
/« 0 ‘ , VB\V:=
' 0 h
Â m0 B 0
(2.7)
P roof. We give the proof in four steps.
11
STEP 1 : Let U\ and W\ be the unimodular matrices such that A  is put 
into the form 2.8.
U iAW i = (i:)· (2.8)
where A  € is nonsingular. ( By the existence of Smith canonical form, it is 
clear that, there exist U\ and Wi such that 2.8 is satisfied for some nonsingular 
A  over Note that A  need not be in Smith canonical form.)
STEP 2 : Let BW i be partitioned as [Bi B2] where Bi € B2 €
g / x m - p  j s j o t e  t j j a t  ^ 2  ¡ s  right unimodular since (A, B) is right coprime. Thus 
there exists a unimodular matrix Vi such that
V. [ B i f t ]  =
for some K  and B. Let W2 :=
Ui A W i W2 =
Ip 0 
- K  Im-p
K  Im-p
B  0
, so that by 2.8 and 2.9
(2.9)
' À o '
, V iBW iW 2-= 0 7,n-p
0 0 B  0
(2.10 )
By the fact that A  has a and B  has b unit invariant factors, A  has a and 
B  has 6 — (m — p) unit invariant factors.
STEP 3 : Let (/2 and V2 be the unimodulars such that V2 B A~^ U2 is in 
Smith-McMillan form, i.e..
V2BA~^U2 =
“1
01 0 ··· 0
0 2Z . . .02 0
: * · , 0
0 0 ··· Pi
0 0
Let
A =
«1 0 · · · 0 ' a  0 ··· 0
0 a 2 · · · 0 0 A  ··· 0
0 0 · · · or/
0 , r  =
0 0 ··· A
0
0 0 0 I
(2.11)
(2.12)
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where the size of the identity matrix is the same as the size of the lower right 
zero submatrix of 2.11. By the number of unit invariant factors of A and B  
and by the divisibility properties of or,· and /9,·, it follows that A and F are in 
the form,
1
A = y F =
’ .4 0 '
0 B . 0 .
for some matrix A and B  over S. Now, both (A, F) and (VjB, U^^A) are right 
coprime fractional representations for the same matrix over R(5). It follows 
by Lemma 2.1 that there exist a unimodular matrix W3 such that
(2.13)
>4 0 '
, V2BW3 = b^—{tn—p) 9
. 0 0 B
STEP 4 : Combining the transformations of Steps 1-3, the desired unimod­
ular matrices are obtained as :
U:=
0 /„ ‘
i/f^ 0 I m - p  0
I p - a  0 U u  V  :=
0 V i
0 h - p .
W  := W i  W 2
W 3
0
i p —a
l a '
0
0
0 An—p
which yield 2.7 with A := diag{A^ and B  := B.
(2.14)
□
2.5 Topological A spects and G enericity
In this section, our purpose is to set the ground for some genericity arguments 
that we need in Chapter 4. For this we need to view S as normed algebra. For 
more details on the contents of this section, the reader is referred to [19].
The Hoo-norm of a function y4 € S is defined by
IMIloo := sup ^ (/1(5)) 
5 €  C+e (2.15)
where <t(/1(s)) denotes the largest singular value of /4(s) 6 S'”' ”*, i.e., the square 
root of the largest eigenvalue of AA*, where A* denotes the complex-conjugate
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transpose of A. When A is scalar, a(y4(s)) corresponds to the magnitude of 
>l(s). An equivalent expression to 2.15 is
:= sup ff{A{jw)) 
u> € R+e (2.16)
In the scalar case, the equivalence of 2.15 and 2.16 follows by the maximum 
modulus theorem and an interpretation for 2.16 when A is scalar is that, the 
H  oo-norm of A(s) is the distance from the origin to the remotest point on the 
Nyquist plot of A(s).
The norm 2.15 makes a normed space and induces a natural topology. 
The base for this topology is the collection of balls around each A  € S^^”* with 
radius c > 0 :
B{A,t)  : =  { 5 g S : | | A - jB | | o o < c }.
A set A  68 ''’^ ”* is called open if and only if for each A € «4, there exists 
£ > 0 such that the ball 5(A, e) is contained in A. A set A  will be called dense 
in if given any A not in A·, the intersection B{A, c) H A is nonempty for
all c > 0. A set is called generic in if it is both open and dense in S'”'"*.
Let 5  be a set with topology T. We say that a property holds for a lm ost 
all elements of S  if the set of elements of S  for which that property holds is 
open and dense in S  with respect to T.
We need the following lemmas on genericity.
L em m a 2.8. ([/P, Lemma 2.2.19]) Suppose U is a unit o/M (S) and for some 
G € M (S) it holds that ||C? — t/||oo < ||f^~*||oo· Then, G is also a unit.
L em m a 2.9. {[19, Proposition 7.6.15]) Suppose m < n are positive integers, 
and define
R(m ,n) =  {A 6 S"”'"; A gcf of all minors of A is 1}
Then R(m ,n) is an open and dense subset o /S"”'" .
L em m a 2.10. ([/P, Lemma 3.5]) Let A € and B  € be such that 
(A, B ) is left coprime. Assume that E  € 8^’'*^ is nonzero. The set of X  such 
that (A + B X , E) is left coprime is generic in S'"’'*.
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Lem m a 2.11. {[17, Lemma A2\) Let A € S'”‘^  B  6 S"’"", C  6 S”*'‘’‘6e such 
that sif([/l B]) and s\f{\A' O']') are units. Suppose that rank{B) > 2. Then 
for almost all X  G S"*”*, sif(i4 + B X C ) is a unit.
Lem m a 2.12. Let the matrices A € B  G C  G be such
that ranA:([/l(5) 5(5)]) >  q V s £  C+, ranÂ:([i4'(5) C'{s)]') > q V 5 G C+
, and rank{[A 5 |)  > q. Then, for almost all X  G one has that
rank{A + BXC){s) > ç V 5 G C+.
Proof. We show by induction on q that the set S (X )  := {X  G 
gnxm  ^ ronÂ:(/l +  B X C )(s) > q V s € C+} is open and dense in S. By 
Lemma 2.8, we can see that S(X ) is open (by choosing the norm of X  small 
enough). If 5  = 0 or C = 0, then ^(X) = 8"^”*, so that we can assume below 
that neither B  nor C is identically zero. To see that 5(A’) is dense for ç =  1; 
suppose first that rank(B) > 2. Then by Lemma 2.11 the result immediately 
follows. On the other hand, if rank{B) =  1, then as rank{[A 5 j) >  ç by an 
arbitrary perturbation on X  one can make rank{A +  BXC){s) > q W s Ç C+. 
(We refer the reader to the proof of Lemma 2.9).
Assume for q = k, the lemma holds.
For q =  (¿ + 1), let X  be such that rank{A + BXC){s) ( ^ + 1) V s G C+, 
then because of the assumption for q = k, there exists a perturbation Ai with 
norm smaller than c (for any given c) such that rank{A + B {X  + Ai)(7)(s)) > 
k \ is  Ç. C+. Let Â := A + B {X  + Ai)C and Î4 , V* be such that UkÂVk =
A A
S^, where denote the smith canonical form of A = diag{/jt, Ai). And let
UkB=:
Bx
B2
, C 1 4 = :[C , C2 ],
where Bi G B2 € Ci G C2 € Since the first k
term in A is unit, rank{[B2 Aij) > 2, rank{[B2{s) Ai(s)j) > 1  V s G C+ and 
ranJb([C'2'(5) Ai'(s)j') > 1 Vs G C+. Thus for almost all Y  sif(Ai +  52V'C2) is 
unit, and one can preserve the unimodularity of the first k x k  block by choosing 
the norm of Y  sufficiently small. Therefore 5(A”) is dense for 7 = + 1. □
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2.6 Stability o f a Feedback Loop
There is one-to-one correspondence between the set and the transfer
matrices of a linear, time-invariant, finite-dimensional and causal systems with 
p outputs and m inputs. Let Z  be the transfer matrix representation of the 
main system with p outputs and m  inputs , the plant, and Zc be the transfer 
matrix representation of the feedback system with p inputs and m  outputs, the 
compensator,which are interconnected by the laws; u = Ug — Pc, «c =  «ce +  V-
Ue — ^ y*
0 * -  Uc
Figure 2.1: Feedback loop for internal stability
The resulting closed-loop system of Figure 2.1 has the transfer matrix rep­
resentation
Vc
Vc
Z -  ZZg{I + Z Z g )-'Z  -Z Z g{I  + ZZc)-' 
Zg{I+ ZZg)-^Z  Zc{I + ZZc)-^
«e
Ur.
(2.17)
We call the pair (Z, Zg) (or, the feedback loop containing Z, Zg) (in te rnally ) 
stab le  if the transfer matrix in 2.17 is over S. If one achieves internal stability 
of the closed-loop system by an appropriate compensator, then any bounded 
inputs at Ug and Ugg will produce bounded outputs anywhere inside the feedback 
loop. Let
Z = ^ N D ~ \ Zg = Q:^Rg (2.18)
for a right coprime pair (A^ , D) over S and left coprime pair {Qg, Rg) over S.
Lem m a 2.13. ([77, Theorem 5.1.25]) The pair (Z,Zg) is (internally) stable if 
and only if the matrix
T:=--QgD + RgN  (2.19)
is unimodular over S.
The set
S(Z) := {Zg € I (Z, Zg is internally stable}
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is called the se t of all stabilizing controllers for Z  In order to
parameterize the set S(Z), one can use Lemmas 2.2 and 2.13. Let (N ,D ) be 
an arbitrary but fixed r.c.f.r. over S and (D ,N )  be an arbitrary but fixed 
l.c.f.r. over S of Z. Let SnTr,Si,T i be as in 2.1. Then the following are two 
alternative descriptions of S(Z) :
S(Z) = { (T ,-X N )- \S i+ X D )  I X  € (T ,-X N )  is biproper (2.20)
equivalently,
S{Z) =  {{Sr + D X ){ T r -N X )- ' I X  € { T r -N X )  is biproper}. (2.21)
We note that, corresponding to each compensator 2^, there is a unique X  
in the equivalent parameterizations 2.20 and 2.21.
Given a plant Z  6M (P ), a basic neighborhood of Z  is defined as follows: 
Let (W, D) be arbitrary but fixed r.c.f.r. of Z, and let c be any positive number 
such that whenever ||[(iVi — N )' {D\ — D)']'||oo < then {N \,D \) is also a 
right coprime pair and det(Di) is nonzero. We refer the reader to citevid for 
the details. The set
N(W,Z);c) =  {Zx = 7V ,D r':||
N i - N
D i - D
(2.22)
is a bcisic neighborhood of Z. The topology on M (P ) defined by the collection 
of sets of the form 2.22 as base called the graph topology.
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Chapter 3
DECENTRALIZED 
STABILIZATION PROBLEM
In this chapter, we present four construction methods for a particular solution 
to decentralized stabilization problem (DSP). In the first section we give the 
definition of decentralized stabilization problem and single channel canonic- 
ity problem for linear, time-invariant, finite dimensional systems. The second 
section contains four methods of construction to a particular solution to de­
centralized stabilization problem in case the plant has two channels. Method 
1 due to [16] proposes a construction bcised on the transformation of the prob­
lem to a single channel canonicity problem. Therefore, this method is closely 
related to the results of [4]. However, the necessary step of partitioning the 
plant into strongly connected components of [4] is removed in this method. The 
second method due to [6] constructs a solution to DSP by viewing the problem 
as determining some unimodular matrices such that the system matrices are 
brought into some special form 3.33. The Method 3 is apparently new and is 
obtained cis a direct consequence of Lemma 2.7. Method 4 due to [20] is simi­
lar to Methods 2 and 3, i.e., it constructs a special left inverse with prescribed 
zero minors for some relevant system matrices. The last section contains the 
extensions of the Methods 1, 3, 4 to multichannel case.
3.1 Problem  Definition
In this section the decentralized stabilization problem and a closely related 
problem of single-channel canonicity are defined and some preliminary results
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are stated.
i" X m  jD ecentralized Stabilization Problem . Let Z  — [Zij], Zij 6 P '’’ 
t, 7 =  1 ,. . . ,  t/ be the transfer matrix of a given plant, where p:= EjLjp,·, m := 
EjLiTn,·. Determine local compensators Z^ € Zc„ €
such that the pair of plants (Z, Zc) is stable ,where Z^ = diag{Zc, ,. · ., Zc„} .
Throughout this chapter it will be assumed for simplicity and uniformity 
of presentation that Z  is strictly proper. This assumption (which is specially 
convenient for the characterization of [6]) can be removed at the expense of 
notation and complexity. The feedback configuration and the resulting closed- 
loop system is shown in Figure 3.1.
Figure 3.1: The u channel decentralized feedback system
The conditions for the solvability of DSP is well known to be the nonex­
istence of unstable decentralized fixed modes [19]. The decentralized fixed 
modes are those eigenvalues of the plant that can not be moved by constant 
decentralized feedback. Let E = {A, B, C, D) be a canonical realization of Z, 
i.e.
V
i( t)  = Ax{t) -f BiUi{t)
i= l
y i-C ix { t) , i = \ , . . . , v
where x{t) G R ” is the state, u,· € R ”‘* and y, G R '’* are the input and output, 
respectively, of the ¿th local control station (t =  l ,. . . ,z /) . The matrices A, 
Bi, and Ci, (t = 1 , . . . ,  1/), are real, constant, and of appropriate size. The set 
of local feedback laws are assumed to be generated by the following feedback 
controllers :
u,· =  -b v,(t), i —
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where w,(i) € R ”*' is the ith local external input and K{ € Define
.
B  := \B\ · · · Rj/], C r=
and let Z  =  C {sI—A)~^B  such that (A, B) is controllable and ((7, A) is observ­
able. Let K, denote the set of block diagonal re i^l matrices ( diag{K \ , . . . ,  A'„}). 
Then, the set of decentralized fixed modes of Z  is given by
f l  {5 e  C : d ti{s l - A  + B K C ) = 0}.
KÇ.K.
Below, we present two alternative characterizations of the decentralized 
fixed modes in a fractional setup. Let the plant have the r.c./.r..
Z  = N D ~ \
where the numerator and denominator matrices are partitioned as
N1
(3.1)
N =:
N.
, D=:
Di
D.
(3.2)
with Ni G Di € for t =  1, . . . ,  v.
P ro p o sitio n  3.1. {\20yThtorem2\) Given the ¡/-channel p/ant 3.1,3.2, define
(3.3)
and let A denote the gcf of all m x m  minors of F  obtained by choosing exactly 
rrii rows from Fi^i = l , . . . , i / .  The element A € S is called the decentralized 
fixed determinant. Its zeros (if any) are the decentralized fixed modes.
■
Fi = A Ç §(p.+mi)xm  ^ p> _
. A .
P ro p o sitio n  3.2. ([tf,pp 167]) The set of complex numbers that satisfy the 
inequality below for some r € C. are the decentralized fixed modes of the v- 
channel plant given 6y 3.1.
rank
Dr{s)
M ’ )
< 53 "·■·vier
(3.4)
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The following lemma establishes a direct relation between A of Proposition 
3.1 and the rank conditions of Proposition 3.2.
L em m a 3.1. There is no s £ C+ that satisfies 3.4 i f  and only if  A  is a unit.
Proof. For simplicity, suppose that u = 2. The general case is analogous. 
[Only If] For a contradiction, assume that 3.4 is satisfied for some unstable 
So for r=  {1} (without loss of generality), then the row-rank of Fi reduces at 
leaist one at sq. Thus for all selected mi rows from Fi, the row-rank is not 
full. Therefore, the determinant of all m x m minors of F  is zero at sq. Hence, 
So is a root of A. [If] Let 3.4 is satisfied, but A hcis an unstable zero, then 
since each m,· row from Fi is full row-rank, it is a contradiction with the right 
unimodularity of F. □
The following proposition directly follows by Lemma 2.13.
P ro p o sitio n  3.3. Given the u-channel plant 3.1, 3.2, DSP is solvable if (for 
some) and only i f  (for any) l.c.fr. (QaiReJ of for t =  ! , . . . ,« /  F is 
unimodular over S, where
F :=
Qci -h Rc^  Ni
. Qcv +  Fc„ Nt,
in which case diag {Zc,, . . . ,  Zc„} solves DSP.
(3.5)
A closely related problem to DSP is the single channel canonicity problem 
which is defined as follows.
Single C hannel C anon ic ity  P rob lem  (SC C P). Given the v-channel 
plant 3.1, 3.2, determine u-1 compensators in fractional representation = 
Q~)^Rci for i =  2 ,. . . , j /  such that the closed loop system of Figure S.2 that 
results by the application o f feedback u,· =  —Za yi, » =  2 , . . . ,  u is stabilizable 
from Ui and detectable at y\, equivalently the fractional representation of the 
closed loop transfer matrix
(3.6)
D i
-1
Jfn\
Zjc =  AT,
Q ci D 2 +  Rci N 2 0 m2 Xmi
Qe„ D v +  Rcv Omi/Xmi
is bicoprime.
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Figure 3.2: Closed-loop system for SCCP
P roposition  3.4. (i) DSP for the u-channd plant 3.1 is solvable if (for some 
r.c.f.r. 3.2 of Z) and only if (for any r.c.f.r. 3.2 of Z ) SCCP is solvable.
(a) Given any solution diag{Zc^ ) · · · ? } of SCCP, there exists Zc, such
that diag{Zc, ,■· ·, Zc„} is a solution to DSP.
Proof. DSP is solvable if there exists an l.c.f.r. {Q^, Ra) of Z^ ior i = 1 , . . . ,  i/ 
such that r  given by 3.5 is unimodular over S. If the matrices and are 
not left and right unimodular respectively, where
:=
Qc2 ^2  + Rc2 ^2
Qcy Dv + Rcv
*  · => · ----
Di
Ni
Qc2 R2 +  Rc2 N2 
Qcv Dt, +  Rc„
(3.7)
equivalently the fractional representation of the closed-loop 3.6 is not bico­
prime, then it is clear that P will have nontrivial left or right factors. Thus 3.6 is 
bicoprime. Conversely, let SCCP be solvable so that there exists Z^ = Q~^Ra 
for i =  2 , . . . ,  1/ such that 3.6 is bicoprime. Let Z^  ^ be a compensator such that 
{Zdc, Zc, ) is internally stable. Then P in 3.5 is unimodular. □
Therefore by Proposition 3.4, a two-stage synthesis method for a solution to 
DSP is :
(i) Determine a solution to SCCP.
(ii) Determine a compensator that internally stabilize the closed-loop plant 
given by 3.6.
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3.2 C onstruction Of A Solution To D S P  : 
Two-channel case
In this section, we consider the relatively simpler case of two-channel plants 
(i.e., u = 2). Our purpose is to present some of the recent synthesis procedures 
for a solution to DSP in a unified manner.
In the two-channel case, the plant transfer matrix 3.1, 3.2 is given by
- 1
Z„ Z,. N. D.
Z  =
Z i 2 ' 1 ' ' i  ■
Z21 Z22 . . . ^ 2  .
(3.8)
where Ni € S " ·^ , Di € for i = 1, 2.
T heorem  3.1. There exists a solution to DSP if and only the rank conditions 
below hold V s E 0+;
rank
where Ni, Di for i =  1,2 given by 3.8
■ D,(s) ■ > mi, rank
' D2{s ) '
N,[s) ^ 2(5)
> ru2, (3.9)
P roof. [Only If] Assume without loss of generality that the first rank condition 
in 3.9 is not satisfied, i.e. there exists an sq G C+ such that
rank
Di{so)
Ni(so)
<  m \ . (3.10)
Note that by Proposition 3.2, such an sq is a decentralized fixed mode. 
Now, let Zci be any compensator given by Zc, =  Rcf Define A := 
Qciso) Di{so) +  Rc,{so) Ni{so), then, 3.10 implies that.
ran Ar(A) =  rank ([ i?c,(<so) ^ci(5o) |
Di{so) 
A, (so)
)
< rank
D i { s q )
Ni{so) J < mj. (3.11)
Let B  := QcA^o) Diiso) + Rcti^o) Niiso), where (Qe,, Rc,) is an l.c.f.r. of any 
compensator Z^- Thus for all Z^ — Qa^ Ra for t =  1,2
rank [A' B Y  < rank{A) +  rank(B) < m, -|- mj = m. (3.12)
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Therefore s© is an unstable root of dei(r) given by 3.5 and there is no Zc which 
satisfies the condition of Proposition 3.3. The necessity of the second condition 
is shown in a similar manner.
[If] In this part of the proof we present four different synthesis procedures 
starting from the condition 3.9.
M eth o d  1 - T h e con stru ction  o f  [16] :
This method of solution to DSP exploits Proposition 3.4 for construction. 
First a solution to SCCP is obtained and second the closed loop transfer matrix 
Zdc of 3.6 is stabilized by a choice of Zc,.
Let the rank conditions in 3.9 hold.
STEP 1 : By Lemma 2.6 there exist unimodular matrices 1] — [(/|_;]> =
[Kil, ^  =  [Uij], V  =  [Vij] such that U22 is nonsingular and
> 1 1  U n ' ' Ü 2  ■ > 1 1  V Î 2 · / m ,  0  '
U 2 1  U2 2
L· J
N 2
L  J
Vn V2 2
L · J
0
' Ù n  Ùn ' D, ' ■ ^ 1 1  ^ , 2 ' ’ Imг 0  ■
U 2 1  U 2 2  _ .  . ^ 2 0
(3.13)
for some «  e  S«'"”' and *  €  S’··’'” ’ .
STEP 2 : Let f*cj Rc2 be any right and left coprime fractional
representations over S of Zc, and let
rC2
Qoi
' D 2 ' ' V n '
. ^ 2 . V22.
K  := [i/2, U22]
L := [Qc
Choose any € S(Z22) and check if
(i) {K, is left coprime, and
(ii) (L, 'P) is right coprime.
If (i) and (ii) hold, then the compensator Zc, = Q ^ R a  is a solution to 
SCCP. If for this choice of Zcj, (i) and (ii) are not satisfied, then a slight 
perturbation of in the graph topology over S(Z22) will satisfy both (i)
and (ii).
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1 -  _
Ifili
0m2Xmi
STEP 3 : Let
Zic = N, ^  , (3.14)
Qc2 D2 + Rc^  N2 ''
and determine an internally stabilizing compensator Zc, for Zjc, i.e. for an 
r.c ./.r. Ndc of Zdc, find Qc, e  S"*‘ and /2^ € S"*> Ddc+Rci ^Jc =
Imi, with C?ci biproper. The overall compensator /2c, , Q^^,Rc,} is
a solution to DSP. A verification that Steps 1-3 actually yields a solution to 
DSP is given at the end of this section.
M eth o d  2 - T he construction  of [6] :
This method exploits the fact that the equation 3.5 in the compensator 
unknown is equivalent to determining unimodular matrices U, V, W  over S 
such that
(3.15)
' D i  ' I r rn o ' ' D 2 ' 0 /mju W  = , V
. . 0 fii2 . ^2 . fl21 0
for some flu  and fl2i over S.
STEP 1 : Let Ui and Wi be unimodular matrices such that
Di
Ux
N1
Wr = Im, 0
0 N12
(3.16)
for some N12 over S. (Such U\,W i exist by the first rank condition in 3.9 and 
by Lemma 2.3.
STEP 2 : By the second rank condition in 3.9 and by Lemma 2.5 there 
exists a unimodular matrix V\ such that
Vi
D2
N2
Wi = —D21 D22 
N21 0
(3.17)
and (D22, D21) is left coprime.
STEP 3 : By Lemma 2.2 there exist matrices /fi, Z-i, /^2, ¿ 2, A, Y  such that
i. ][K f/„, 0|
-Da D a ] [ X  L2 i  [ 0
STEP 4 : Determine Kz·, L4, X  and Y  such that
(3.19)' Ld K 4 ' D22 ~ X3 ' fm, o '
- X  Y N12 Lz . 0
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(Such matrices exist since the right coprimeness of the (N, D) and by 3.16 and 
3.17, it follows that {N12,022) is right coprime over S.)
STEP 5 : Define
U:= ' L x +  Ai A A i K i K / Uu V  := fmj 0
-XD 21 Y N21K2K3X
W  := Wi
' Y  - K 2 ' ■Lni X1L4
X  L2 0 A ,
and
[ <3« 1 = [ im. 0 ] i /
[ Co 1 = [ /m. o ] v
The compensator diag{Q~^^Rci, Re,} is a solution to DSP.
Vi, (3.20)
(3.21)
(3.22)
(3.23)
' Qc, 0 A  ■ _L Rci 0
0 Qc2 . 0 Rc2 . . ^ 2 .
(To see that the constructed compensator is «ictually a solution to DSP, 
first note that
=:
is unimodular. Since N  is strictly proper, it follows that dгag{Qc^,Qc2} 
biproper and Zg =  diag{Q~^Rc^,Q^Rc2) proper. By Proposition 3.3, the 
result follows. Note that the equality 3.15 is satisfied by U, V  of 3.20 and W  
of 3.21. It is clear that any Qc2,Rcx,Qc2,Rc2 defined by 3.22,3.23 with U,V  
satisfying 3.15 for some W , leads to a solution to DSP.)
M ethod  3 : As in Method 2, in this method, the equivalence of 3.5 and 
3.15 is exploited. However, in this method unimodular matrices U, V, W  of 3.15 
are more directly determined using the result of Lemma 2.7.
Di
Ni
B := D2
N2
in Lemma 2.7, there existSTEP 1 : Letting A :=
U, V, W  such that 3.15 holds.
STEP 2 : Define Q“*/2cu Rc2 3.22 and 3.23.
(The fact that Step 2 yields a solution to DSP follows by the remark at the 
end of Step 5 of Method 2.)
M ethod  4 - T he construction  of [18] : In this method of construction, 
a special left inverse is obtained for a matrix constructed by the system matrices
A
N i
i =  1, 2.
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STEP 1 : Determine a matrix L € 8"** '^^+"’* such, that a gcf of the col­
lection of m X m minors formed by choosing mi rows from Fi and all rows of 
LFi is a unit.
Let it' e such that
KFi
LF2
(3.24)
is unimodular. (Such an L exists since by the rank conditions 3.9, and by 
Proposition 3.1, A is unit. Applying Lemma 2.4 to A = Fi and B  = 
the existence of L follows. The existence of K , on the other hand, follows by 
applying the same lemma with A  =  LF2 and B  =  / \ . )
STEP 2 : Define
[Qc. Äc.] =  A', [Qc Rc,] = L (3.25)
' Qc, o ' ’ Dx ■
+
0 ' Nx ■
0 0 ^ .
where Qc, € Rc  ^ e  € S”* » ( W e  now
verify that diag{Q~^Rc^, Q~^Rct) is actually a solution to DSP. Note that 
with QcijRcit t =  1,2 defined by 3.25, it follows that
=:U
which is unimodular by 3.24. Since N  is strictly proper and U is biproper, it 
follows that diag{Qct,Qc2}D is biproper. This implies that diag{Qei,Q03} is 
biproper and that Zc =  diag{Q~^Rc^fQ^R^} is proper. By Proposition 3.3, 
the decentralized compensator Zc internally stabilizes Z.)
Comparing these four methods, one observes the following :
(i) The construction of Method 1 depends heavily on the genericity results 
that we give as a verification of Step 2 at the end of this section. Thus, this 
method is similar in its approach to the state-space construction procedures of 
(21] and [4].
(ii) In Method 2, the construction of [6], is presented with a modification which 
closes a slight gap in the argument of [6] in Step 2. In the original construction 
of (6), the coprimeness of Dji, D22 wais considered automatic. This fact here is 
shown to follow by Lemma 2.5.
(iii) The construction in Method 2-4 are very similar. The construction of 
i/, V, W  in 3.15 is central to all these procedures. The utilization of the Smith- 
McMillan form through Lemma 2.7 in Method 3 is apparently new.
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(iv) Computationally all methods are difficult to apply as they all use fractional 
representation over S. In practice however, the construction of Method 1 is 
easy to apply as it yields a solution in at most 2 or 3 trials. Some additional 
comments on the computational aspects are provided at the end of Chapter 5 
where two practical examples are considered.
Verification of S tep  2 for M ethod  1. We will construct a compensator 
Zc, which has an l.c.f.r. (Qcjj^cj) and an r.c.f.r. (Pcj,0 cj) such that
D i
D 2
N2
- K '
Q c2 .
i · — N1
Q c2 R2  +  R c2 ^ 2
:=
are left and right unimodular, respectively.
Multiplying $/ from left and right, respectively, by
(3.26)
■ Vn K 2 Vir(UnPc2 - UnQ^)
U and V21 V22 V2i(UnPc2 -
0 0 Ip,
both of which are unimodular, one obtains
/m, 0 0
0 ^  —U2\Pc2 +
(Note that (/, V are as in STEP 1.) Let H  := —{Qa D2 + Rc2 ^2) [Vu i^ 2i] · 
Multiplying from left and right, respectively, by
U n U \ 2 0
U21 U22 0
H U n H U i 2 Im2
and V
both of which are unimodular, one obtains
■mi
0
0
0 {Q c2 D2 +  R c2 N 2) [V{2 V22Y .
Now let K  := U22QC2 ~ ^2iPc3 and L := {QcjD2 +  Rc2^2) \Y\2 ^22] · One 
concludes that is left unimodular if and only if (/f, is left coprime and
A
is right unimodular if and only if (L, is right coprime.
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Let 8(^22) be the set of all stabilizing compensators of Z22· We. will now 
show that the class of Zc, for which (/^, ^ )  is left coprime and (L,4f) is right 
coprime is open and dense in S(Z22). If {K, i») is left coprime, under suflSciently 
small perturbations on Qc, Pc, they are still left unimodular, by the lemmas 
2.8 and 2.9. Similarly, by using the dual arguments, under sufficiently small 
perturbations on Qc^  and Rc^  the right coprimeness of (L, 4^ ) is preserved. We 
thus conclude that the set of controllers S(Z22) for which (K, is left coprime 
and (L, 4') is right coprime is open.
On the other hand, [i/21 i^2i] is left unimodular since it is a block row of 
a unimodular matrix. If ^  =  0, then {K, is left coprime if and only if K  is 
left unimodular. —(/22^21 = Z22 which follows by 3.13. Hence, for all coprime 
fractions Pc. G S(Z22), K  is left unimodular. Therefore, if ^  =  0, then the 
cliiss of compensators for which K  is left unimodular is the whole s(Z22), i-e., 
the set is trivially dense in S(Z22). If ^  ^  0 and (K, is not left coprime for 
some Pc,Q ^ € S(Z22), then define
[ a  B ]  = [U22 i/21 J
Tr -N r  
Sr Dr
where (TV,, £>,) is any r.c.f.r. of Z22 and Sr, Tr satisfy NiSr + DiTr = I  for any 
l.c .f.r {D(,Ni) of Z22· Thus Pcj = -S', +  DrXo, Qc, =Tr — NrXo for some X q. 
There exists with arbitrarily small norm such that (i4+jB(Xo+T^A')>'!') are
A
left coprime by Lemma 2.10 or Lemma 2.9. Now define, Pc^  := Sr +  Dr{Xo +  
Aa )^, Qc2 '= Tr — Nr{Xo + ^ x )  it holds that {K, is left coprime. This shows 
that the set of Zc, for which (X ,^ ) is left coprime is dense in S(Z22). Similar 
arguments yield that the right coprimeness of (L, 4') is dense in S(Z22). Note 
that in case 4' = 0, since D is nonsingular, D2\Yi2 ^22]' is also nonsingular and
N2[V{2 Vi2Y{D2[Vu K22] ') - ' = -^ 22.
__ A
The left unimodularity of implies that is also left unimodular, where
4^ / ·“  [ Qc, D 2 +  R c, N 2 ]
This can be shown cis follows. Since $/ is left unimodular and {Qcj,Rc,) left 
coprime, there exists Li, L2, L3 and L4 over S such that Qc, L\ +  Rc  ^L2 = I  
and
’ n . 1 r _ p  '
L4 = I.
'  D 2 '
L 3 + - P c .  ■
Q c2
Then, it can be verified that 
D2
Re, N2
(¿3 diag{I,L2}) +
- /
Qc,
do - L r ] - P ^ U )  = I.
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Since is left unimodular and is right unimodular, Zc, is a solution to 
SCCP. In Step 3, an internally stabilizing controller is selected to stabilize the 
closed loop plant.
R em ark : In the proof above, it is enough to establish that the set of 
compensators for which i and ii hold is open and dense in S(Z22). However, it 
is also true that if ^  and ^  are both nonzero, then the class of Zcj for which 
( i f . f )  is left coprime and (1/, is right coprime is also open and dense in 
P. In such cases, the initial compensator can be arbitrarily chosen and, 
if necessary, can be perturbed to obtain a solution (which is not necessarily 
internally stabilizing compensator for Z22). For the proof, we refer the reader 
to [16].
3.3 Construction of A Solution to D SP : 
M ultichannel Case
In this section we consider the solution to decentralized stabilization problem 
for a multichannel plant. For the »/-channel plant given by 3.1 and 3.2, we give 
the extensions of the Methods 1,3 and 4 for the construction of a solution to 
DSP. We first state the counterpart of Theorem 3.1 for the multichannel case.
T heorem  3.2. There exists a solution to DSP if and only if for all r € the 
rank conditions below hold
rank
Dr{s)
Nr(s)
(«) > Z) m,·, V s G C+
v ie r
(3.27)
Proof. [Only If] The proof for the only if part of Theorem 3.1 can be easily 
extended to Theorem 3.2 with slight notational changes. See [16].
[If] For this part we present three different synthesis procedures since the 
extension to u channels of the procedure of [6] is not known.
M ethod  1 (T h e construction  o f [16]) :
Assume 1/ > 2, otherwise the construction is as given by Method 1 in Section 
3.2.
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STEP 1 : Let H := 1/ — I, L := u and £){' := A , ■= A  for t =  1 ,.. .  1/.
STEP 2 : Choose any Zc^  = Q~^Rc^ e S(Z£,i,). Check if the following are 
all satisfied :
i. rank
Qc, D t + Rc, N t
(s) > mi +mL, Vs € C+,
Vi Gr.
ii. [ Çci + Rcl^ l ] unimodular.
V r  € Ch . (3.28) 
(3.29)
111. N k
^Q c,D t + R . ,N t  _
is right unimodular.
(3.30)
If for this choice of (i),(»i) and (iii) are not all satisfied, then a slight 
perturbation of Q~^Rcl in the graph topology over S{Zll) will satisfy all three 
of (i),(ii) and (iii). A verification of this step is given at the end of this section.
STEP 3 : Let AT"(I>")"* be an r.c./.r. of 
Z "
and partition N  and D as
" a
-1
’ / '
Q,„Dl + R,,Nt , 0
(3.31)
■ <  ■ A « ·
A T " = : : , D " = : :
.D^„.
(3.32)
with Nf^ € Di^ € for t = 1 , . . . ,  /f.
STEP 4 : Decrease H and L by one. If L > 1, then return to STEP 
2. If L =  1, then choose Z ,^ such that Qc, D\ +  A , Nl = (This is an 
internally stabilizing compensator for the closed-loop plant The
overall compensator is given by Zg = diag{Q~^ Rc^ .. ·, <3c„*^ c„}·
M ethod  3 : This method exploits the fact that the equation 3.5 in 
the compensator unknown is equivalent to determining unimodular matrices
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U, V, W  over S such that 
Ui
U2
U.
Di w  = Tfni 0 0 0
. 0 fil2 ÎÎ13 . . . f l^i/
D2 ' w  = 0 Ana 0 0
N2^ ÎÎ21 0 ÎÎ23 • · · ÎÎ21/
D, ■ w  = 0 0 0 • · · Im
AT, _ Di/2 fl„3 • · · 0
over S for == 1,.. ., 1/ and i ^  j .
(3.33)
We now give the construction of unimodular matrices in 3.33 by starting 
from the rank conditions in 3.27. This method also involves genericity argu­
ments.
The transfer matrix Z  given by 3.1 and 3.2 is called s trong ly  connected 
if for r  € C,/ the rank conditions over R(5) are all satisfied.
rank Dr
Nr
> E  rrn,
Vt e r
(3.34)
It is well-known that a given transfer matrix Z  can be transformed to a 
transfer matrix F , which is block diagonal, by a suitable permutation at the 
inputs and outputs [4],[9],[16].
STEP 1 : If Z is not strongly connected, then transform it to F  by a 
suitable permutation at the inputs and outputs. Rename the input and output 
channels of F  for simplicity Suppose that, there are k strongly connected blocks 
on the diagonal of F , where each has ai input channels.
F = :
Kn 0 0 0
Yn F22 0 0
1 • ' · 0
Ykl F*2 Fu
STEP 2 : In steps 2-4, we will show how to find unimodular matrices for 
strongly connected plants. For initialization, define j  := a\ and d := 0. Now,
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let PQ  ^ be an r.c.f.r. of Yu and partition P  and Q as
 ^-1
Px Qx
Laai
where P{ 6 Qi € for t =  1 , . . . ,  and 6 =  mi H------ |-ma,. Define
" a . ":=
Pi
for i — 1 ,. . .  ,oi and W  := /j. Note that by 3.27,
r a n k (F r ) { s )  >  tUi, V5 6 C+, V r e C » , ,  
Vie r
and by the strongly connectedness of Yu,
rank(Ft) > ^  m,·, V r  G C, 
vier
Oi ·
(3.35)
(3.36)
If oi =  1, then go to STEP 4.
STEP 3 : Apply Lemma 2.7 to obtain unimodular matrices Ej, Gj, IIj with 
B  =  Fl_i and A  =  Fj. Thus, we have
E jF jH j =
0 L·, 
0
h-m j 0 
0
(3.37)
Define Uj := E j  and U j - \  := G j  and update W  as W  := W diag{Hj, /¿} (when 
d =  0, / j  block do not appear.)
If j  = 2, then go to STEP 4.
Increase d and decrease h by ruj. Define ■— Pi Hjy for * =
1 , . . . ,  j  — 1, where the number of columns of Fl~^ is equal to the number of 
columns of By 3.37, 3.35 and 3.36, we obtain
rank{[Fjr^ 4~^])(5) > Y ,  rrii, V sG  C+, for all r  e  C>_i, (3.38)
Vie r
rank
Fi~^
(s) > Y  mi, V sG  C+, for all r  € Cj_i, (3.39)
Vier
rank{[F^ * 4  *]) >  Y  for all r €  4 - 1.
Vier
Thus, by Lemma 2.12, there exist X  over S such that
(3.40)
ran it([4 -*  +  4 "^  ^ 'P '])(5 ) >  Y r r i i ,  V sG  C+, for all r  € C,-,.
Vier
(3.41)
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Update UjyW and F·' * as
I 0 0
W : = W / 0 , Uj:= -
0 0 /rf-my . •
- X
Ui.
p j- l  _  + Ц-1 X  ,· =  1,. . . , J -  1.ii-1 i-1
(3.42)
(3.43)
Note that / j_ j  is right unimodular by the construction. Decrease j  by one. 
Return to STEP 3.
STEP 4 : If oi = 1, then there exist a unimodular Ui such that U\F\ =
«mi
0
. With i / i , . . . ,  Uai and W  the structure 3.33 is obtained for У11.
STEP 5 : After the repetition of Step 2-4 for Yu t = one can
obtain 3.33 with elementary row and column operations.
STEP 6 : Define
[Q,. R j  =  [/mi 0]t/„ [Qc Rc,] = [im, 0]i/2, . . . , [Qe. RcJ = [ U  0]U,,
(3.44)
where Лс, € for t =  (We now verify that
··*j actually a solution to DSP. Note that with
Qa,Rci, i =  1>···»*' defined by 3.44, it follows that diag{Qc^,... ,Qct,}D -f 
diag{Rc^,. . . ,  Rc^}N =· U which is unimodular by 3.33. Since N  is 
strictly proper and U is biproper, it follows that diag{Q a,...tQ e^}D  is 
biproper. This implies that diag{Qc^,.. .,Qc^} is biproper and that Zc = 
diag{Q~^^Reif... ,Q~^Re^} is proper. By Proposition 3.3, the decentralized 
compensator Zc internally stabilizes Z.)
M ethod  4 (The construction  o f [20]) : The construction is a straight­
forward extension of the method for two-channel case.
If i/ =  2, then use the construction as given by Method 4 in Section 3.2 for 
notational simplicity. If 1« > 2, then define L := и and trace Steps 1-4 for a 
solution to DSP.
STEP 1 : Determine a matrix K i  € such that a gcf of the
collection of m X m minors formed by choosing (mj + ··· + m„_i) rows from 
^(L-i) a.nd all rows of K iF i  is a unit.
STEP 2 : For 7 =  1,. . . ,* /  -  2, let K i-^  6 be such
that a gcf of the collection of m x m minors formed by choosing (mi +  · · · -f
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niL-q-i +  +  · · · +  m i)  rows from
rows of Ki-qFi^q  is a unit.
% - q - i )
.  A ' ( L ) - ( L - q ) i ^ ( L ) - ( L - q )
and all
STEP 3 ; Let Ki € S”**^***·*·"** be such that K iF i  is unimodular. (The 
existence of /Ci,. . . ,  are by Lemma 2.4.)
STEP 4 : Define
[Qci Rci\ :=  [Qoi :=  ^ 2 ,  · · · ,  [Qc^  RcJ ■= Ku, (3.45)
where Qa € /?c· G for * =  (We now verify that
diag{Q~^^Rci,· · ■, Q jjRc^} is actually a solution to DSP. Note that with 
Qa,Rci, i =  defined by 3.45, it follows that dгag{Qc^,... ,Qc^}D +
diag{Rc^ Rc^}N =: U which is unimodular by Step 3. Since N  is
strictly proper and U is biproper, it follows that diag{Qc^,. . .  ,Qc^}D is 
biproper. This implies that diaglQ c^,... ,Qc^} is biproper and that Zc =  
diag{Q ~^R a,... tQj^Rcv) is proper. By Proposition 3.3, the decentralized 
compensator Zc internally stabilizes Z.)
V erification of S tep  2 in M eth o d  1. In the proof below, we have not 
used superscripts, since they are only for the usage of this step iteratively. In 
order to show 3.29 and 3.30 hold for almost all Zc GS{Zh ), we refer the reader 
to the verification given at the end of the previous section with D\ =  N\ =  
T>2 = D i and N2 =  N1. First note that 3.28 is satisfied if and only if
rank
Dr 0 
Nr 0
D i -Pc
Nl Qc
(s) >  m, +  m i, Vs 6 C+, V r  € Ch , (3.46) 
V« e r
where PcQc^ — Qc^P-c- Now, fix any r 6 Ch - Let U and V be such that
' D r ' ‘ A 0 0 ■
u D i V  = 0 T 0
. . 0 0
(3.47)
where the matrix on the right hand side is the Smith canonical form of 
IC r' D C N C \  SO that A and T are square matrices of sizes equal to the 
number of rows of (Dr) and number of rows of (Di),  respectively. Since 
rank([Dr' WrT)(s) > Ei€r»^i> V s G C+, and by the divisibility prop­
erty of Smith canonical form with Lemma 2.5, there exist a matrix A'l over S
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such that (
A o ' ■¿/12 ■
0 T Ü22 _
-\r X\Uz2) is left coprime. Define
U :=
I  0 
0 / ¥ : ^ ¥
/  0 
0 I
Ki
0 / 0 /
where Vi satisfies —diag{S., T} Vi = T. Thus, we obtain
‘ D r ' ' A 0 0 '
Ü D l ¥  = 0 T 0
. . 0 0 'P
(3.48)
with (
’ A 0 ' ’ ¿/12 ■
0 T
5
t/22.
) left coprime.
Since rank[[Dr' N /  Di,' fVi']')(s) >  J 2 ie r^ i  +  ^ l , V s  G C+ and by 
the divisibility property of Smith canonical form with Lemma 2.5, there exist 
a matrix X2 over S such that {diag{A,T}, N¿,¥3X2 +  N¿,¥2]) is right
coprime, where ¥{ shows the block columns of ¥ . Define
U :=
I  0 
0 I
0
Ü, ¥ : = ¥
I  0 
0 7
0
^2 I X2 I
where Y2 satisfies Y2diag{K,'i} = —^ ^"2. Thus, we obtain
■ Dr ■ ‘ A 0 0 '
0 Dl ¥  = 0 ^ 0
Nr 0 0 T
' A 0 ’ U\2
0 T
>
U22 _
(3.49)
) is left coprime and T}, [A^lVi Nl ¥2\) iswith ( 
right coprime.
It now follows that 3.28 is satisfied if and only if
A 0 0 -U ,2
rank
0 T 0 -U22
0 0 -U32
. RcNl Vx RcNl V2 RcNl Vz Qc
(5) > m, + 2m^, Vs G C+.
Vier
(3.50)
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Similarly, 3.46 is satisfied if and only if
A 0 0 - U n P c
0 T 0 - U 27PC
0 0 'P - U 32PC
N l Vx N l V2 N l V3 Qc
rank " * " '"■'“‘V  (5) > m, +  2mt, Vs € C+ .
V . € r
(3.51)
Now there exist matrices ^ 1, ^ 2, ^ 3, ^ 3, ^4 and 0 i ,  02, 03, 0 , 03,04 with
$  and 0  are nonsingular, such that
01 02
- 0 3 0
A 0 - 0 4  ■
0 T
. N i V r N l V2 0 3  .
= I
and
A 0 -i^l2 ■
0 T - U 22
$4 ^ 3
^3
—$2 ^
= /
Unimodular operations yield that 3.50 is satisfied if and only if
»P -i/32$
RcNl V3 RcNL[ViV2]^3 + Qc^
and 3.51 is satisfied if and only if
rank
rank
<P - U 32PC
Q N l Vz 0 0 c +  0 3
’ Ui2Pc '
U22P : _
(3.52)
(3.53)
> m t ,  Vs€ C+, (3.54)
> m^, Vs € C+. (3.55)
Let Sr, Tr, Si, Ti, N1, Nr, Dr, Di be as in 2,1 for Zu,. Define
[A B] := [03 Ul7
U22
e] Sr Dr 
Tr -N r
and
’ A ' ' Si Ti
B . - N i
[NlVi Nl V2]^3
Consider the alternative descriptions of Pc, Qc, Rc, Q c below
' Q c ' ' Tr - N r ' A', ■
. Pc .
(3.56)
(3.57)
(3.58)
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[Qc R,] =  [r, n ] (3.59)
T, S,
- N ,  D,
where X i , X 2,Yi,Y2 are matrices over S of suitable dimensions. Define F := 
Ni,V3 and i) := U32· With this notation, 3.54 is satisfied if and only if
rank
- m
{YiSi + Y2D,)r Y.A + Y2B
and 3.55 is satisfied if and only if
>  m i ,  Vs e  C+, (3.60)
rank 'if -n {S rX i + DrXi
e r  AXi +  BX2
>  m i ,  Vs G C+. (3.61)
Also notice that 3.28 is satisfied for almost all S (Z ii), if and only if for almost 
all X2 3.61 is satisfied, with X\ =  7. As a dual result, 3.46 is satisfied for 
almost all S(Z ii), if and only if for almost all Vj 3.60 is satisfied, with Yi — I. 
By Lemma 2.10, it can be shown that 3.61 is satisfied for almost all X2. Once 
i, ii and iii are satisfied, is bicoprime and DSP is solvable for Z ^ .
R em ark  : In the proof above, it is enough to establish that the set of 
compensators for which i,ii and iii hold is open and dense in S{Zli,). However, 
it is also true that in some cases, for almost all Zc €P , three conditions are all 
satisfied. In such ceises, the initial compensator can be arbitrarily chosen 
and, if necessary, can be perturbed to obtain a solution (which is not necessarily 
internally stabilizing compensator for Zu,). For the proof, we refer the reader 
to [16].
Comparing these three methods, one observes the following :
(i) The construction of Method 1 depends on the genericity result Lemma 
2.5 and Lemma 2.10. In essence, the method is based on consecutively solving 
(i/ — 1) different SCCP where the main plant is taken to be the closed loop 
plant obtained by closing t-channels for t =  1 , 2 , — 1. The last step 
consists of determining an internally stabilizing controller for the final (single­
channel) closed loop plant. The sequence in which the channels are closed is 
not essential to the method although we presented the method in the sequence 
1/, 1/ — 1, . . . ,  1. Thus the method is an extension of the method of Corfmat and 
Morse, the main improvement being the elimination of the step of identifying 
the strongly connected components.
(ii) The Step 1 of Method 2 is the precise counterpart of identifying the 
strongly connected components of the main plant transfer matrix Z. The
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main difference of this method and Method 1 is the shortcut provided in Step 
3 by Lemma 2.7 in avoiding ii and iii of Step 2 of Method 1. This method is 
an extension of the Method 2 of [6] given in Section 3.2, and it is apparently 
new.
(iii) Method 3 is distinguished by the fact that it does not use any genericity 
results. Note however that an algorithmic determination of K{ for i = v,u —
in Steps 1-3 is quite complex.
(iv) From a practical application viewpoint, Method 1 seems to be the easi­
est to apply since it basically a trial-and-error method due to the topological 
aspects of construction. The computational aspects of these methods are ex­
pected to be highly dependent on the particular plant of the application. For 
some example in Chapter 5, a rough computational comparison will be made.
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Chapter 4
CHARACTERIZATION OF 
ALL SOLUTIONS
In this chapter we give the description of the set of all solutions to DSP for 
a multichannel plant. Method 1 due to [16] proposes a hierarchical chareic- 
terization, where admissible compensators for each channel are successively 
described. The characterization of Method 2 of [6] directly follows by the 
special form 3.33. Method 3 is a direct extension to DSP of the YBJ [22] 
characterization. In this method the decentralized structure constraint on the 
compensator is reflected as constraints on the free matrix parameter of the 
YBJ characterization. We also show an explicit connection between the char­
acterizations of Methods 2 and 3. This connection is shown for the two-channel 
plants, however the extension to multichannel plants is straightforward.
Let Z  =  [^iy], Zij G j  be the transfer matrix of a
given plant where p := LJliP,· , m := EJljm,·. Let the plant have the (r.c.f.r.),
Z =
where the numerator and denominator matrices are partitioned as
A,
(4.1)
A = :
A.
, D = :
D^
D.
(4.2)
with A, € Di 6 S”*·’' ’" for * =  l , . . . , i / .
The set
Srf(Z) := {Z,, e  f o r t =  1,...,*/ | (Z ,dm(7{ Z c .,...,Z c J )
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is internally stable}
is the se t o f all decentralized  stab ilizing  con tro llers for Z
M e th o d  1 (T he  characteriza tion  of [16]) : This method of characteri­
zation of Sd{Z) is a hierarchical characterization. The characterization depends 
on the following property of the characterization of solutions to DSP.
P ro p o s itio n  4.1. There exist Zc^y... ,Zc^_^ over V  such that {Zc^,... yZc,^_ ,^ 
Zc,} is a solution to DSP for an L-channel plant Z^ (if and) only if is 
such that for an r.c.f.r. Z^^ =  Q~^Rcj^, the conditions i-iii hold :
i. rank
D i
Nf' (s) >  X ) m, +  mL, Vs G (7+,
Vf e r
ii. Qcl +  Rcl ^  unimodular,
• · · 
111. is right unimodular,
, Qc, D t  + JU, N t ,
where is an r.c.f.r. of Z^, partitioned as,
V r G Cl- i , (4.3)
(4.4)
(4.5)
=:
■ TV/ ■ ' o y
1 , D = : ·.
. N t . . D t .
(4.6)
with TV/' G G S”* · / o r  i = 1, . . . ,  L.
P roo f. Suppose that i is not satisfied for some r={t ' i , . . . ,u}  and for some 
So G C+. Let Zci^  =  Qc^Rci- for j  be any set of compensators.
Define
A : .
Qci.
Rc,
(^o)
D l -f R ,, N t  J
(so).
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By the assumption that i is not satisfied, r a n k { A )  <  Yl j=i  m,v + m t. Therefore, 
ronA;(r)(so) <  m for any choice of { Z ^ , · · ·, ^ct_j }· This is a contradiction with 
the existence of a solution to DSP by Proposition 3.3. The necessity of ii and 
iii can be shown in a similar manner. □
One can characterize all solutions to DSP by using Proposition 4.1 itera­
tively. Define := D,·, :=  TV,· for t =  therefore, Z" =  Z .  And for
Z/ =  1/ — 1 , . . . ,  1 , let N ^ { D ^ ) — l  be an r . c . f . r .  of
Z^  :=
and partition and as
=:
D t * '
- 1
‘ I  '
0
(4.7)
■ '
1 , D = : :
. N t  .
(4.8)
with N t  G D f  6  for t =  1 , . . . , L .  Now, we
obtain the set of all admissible compensators for each channel.
Z c ^  := {Zc„ € I Zc„ satisfies i, ii, and iii for L =  i/} is the set of all
admissible compensators of Channel v .
Zc„_j := {^ c_ i €  P'"·'-» I Z c ^ _ ^  satisfies i, ii, and iii for L =  i/ — 1 } is 
the set of all admissible compensators of Channel t /  —  1 .
Z c ,  { Z c 2 €  I Z c 2 satisfies ii and iii only for L =  2 } is the set of
all admissible compensators of Channel 2.
Z c i  := {Zc, 6  P ”*>’'P> I Zc, satisfies ii only for L =  1 } is the set of all 
admissible compensators of Channel 1 . Thus all compensators that solve DSP 
are given by :
S,i(Z) =  {diag{Zci, . . . ,  Zc„} | Z^  ^ € Z^  for t =  1 , . . . ,  i }^
We now describe the algorithm above for i/ =  3 in order to clarify the 
notation. Choose Zc, such that for an r . c . f . r .  Zc, =  the conditions i.
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i*, ii, iii hold :
r a n k
• ^  1 . r a n k
Di
N,
Qc3 Dz + Rc3 N3
D2
N2
Qc3 D3 +  Rc3 N3
(s) (>  mi +  m 3 ), Vi € C+,
( i)  ^ 2  d" * 3^ )» Vs € C+,
ii. Q c i  D 3 +  R c 3 N 3 is left unimodular,
is right unimodular,
Di
D2
111. N1
N 2
. Qc3 D3 +  Rc3 N3 
where N i ,  D i  are given by 4.2. Define
Z :=
and let ( P , Q )  be an r.c./.r . of Z .  Partition P  and Q as
' N x '
Di
-1
' 1 '
D2 0
QC3D3 +  RC3N3 0
P = :
Pi
P2
. Q = -
Qi
(4.9)
(4.10)
where P  €  S’’·’'*“ '*” '*, Qi £ S” ' ’'·’"·''·"“' for i =  1,2. Now, choose Z ^ ,  such 
that tor an r.c./.r . Z„ = Q ; , ' I U „  the conditions ii, iii hold ;
111.
ii. Q C 3 Q 2 +  R C 2 P 2 is left unimodular,
is right unimodular.
Q i
Pi
Qci Q2 +  Pc2 P2 .
(4.11)
(4.12)
Define
Z:=Px
Q i
-1
’ 1 '
Q c Q2  +  ^ c j ^ 2  , 0
(4.13)
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and let (5", T)  be an r.c.f.r. of Z. Choose Zc, such that for an r.c.f.r. Zc^  =  
RciS +  QciT — Imi i e., an internally stabilizing controller for Z.
M ethod  2 (The characterization  of [6]) : We do not give the char­
acterization for Method 3 that we have introduced in Chapter 3 since both 
the Method 4 and the Method 3 exploits the equivalence of 3.5 and 3.15. The 
characterization is given by using the special form of 3.15. Assume that the 
system matrices are brought into the form below with unimodular matrices 
i/,·, t =  1, . . . ,  1/ and W  by using the Methods 3 or 4 in Chapter 3.
Ui
U2
U.
A  ■
W  = An,
0 0 0
0 Ü12 i)l3 ili„. . 
■ D2 ■ W  =
0 Anj 0 0
D21 0 iij3 Ü2p
■ Dp ■
W  =
 ^ 0 0 0 An„
D,/i (lp2 fii/3 0
¡j over for A; = and i ^  j .
(4.14)
P roposition  4.2. Sd{Z) = {diag{Zc,,Zcj, ’ ,Z c J  =  {diag{Q^^^Rc,,Qc,^Rc:,, 
I for j  =
such that
n : =
[ Qcj Rcj  ] — [ Q j j  Q j  ]
Qll ··'
Q 2^2\ Q n  Q2^23 · · · Q 2 ^ 2 i>
Q s^32 Q 33 ’ ’ · Q3^3t/
Qif^t/3 * * * Qtfi/
where Qa is over and Qi is over for i = 1, . . . ,  t^ .}
is unimodular over S,
(4.15)
P roof. (3 ) By 4.14 and 4.15, one obtains F =  TpW~^. Therefore, F is 
unimodular over S, which implies by Proposition 3.3 that DSP is solvable with 
this choice of Q^, Rc ,^ i = \ ,2 , . ..
(C) We give the proof for i/ =  2 only. The general case is similar. Let Zc be 
any solution to DSP. Since (Z, Zc) is internally stable, F is unimodular over S
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by Proposition 3.3. By Lemma 2.1, {N r~ \ DV ')  is also an r.c./.r. of Z  and 
by Lemma 2.7, there exist unimodular matrices U,VyW  such that
Qcr Rc, 0 0
0 0 Q c  Re,
Define
Qi := 1 <?n fl.. 1
By 4.16 and 4.17, we obtain
Qcy Rc, 0 0
0 0 Qc, Re,
U-^
■fm. 0
0 ill2
V - '
0 ■fmj
ilji 0 .
W -^ = I„ (4.16)
*Pi
, ~  [ 0 «  fl« 1 >'■'
L J
. (4.17)
u~^
' /m.  o ' iy-1 (/-1 ‘ 0 o '
“
L
0 fil2 7p , 0
V-1 0 /m2 yy-1 y - l
0 0 L
ii21 0 0 / p . ■
"
■/m, o ' Qx 0 L
0 /m2 0 (?2.
(4.18)
Let the unimodular matrix W  be partitioned as
:= W.Q n  W u  
Q22
(4.19)
Postmultiplying 4.18 by
W
I  0 ' 0 o '■*mi ^ u w
Im, 00 0
-1 0 /p. ■ u L-^
— D i 2 0
— il21 0 0 P^3 .
(4.20)
Q., Rc, 0 0
0 0 Qc2
we obtain
■ {Q г^  Q i ] U  [ W ^ 2 - Q i i h 2  0 ] V
[ W 2I -  0 ] U  [ ^ 2 2 ^ 2 ] ^ ^ ^
Since U,V  are unimodular over S, Wn = ^ i f i i 2, ^21 = i^2i· Therefore by 
4.19,
Q u  (4.22)
Q2^2\ Q22
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is unimodular.
M ethod  3 (The characterization of [9]) : This method characterizes 
all decentralized compensators that stabilizes a given plant in terms of a single 
parameter that satisfies a finite number of quadratic equations. The method 
chooses an internally stabilizing compensator for the given plant, and finds 
constraints on the parameter X  to make the compensator block diagonal.
Consider the generalized Bezout identity (Lemma 2.2) for Z  6 let
(N,D)  be any r.c.f.r and (D,N)  be any l.c.f.r. of Z  where N  6 G
gmxm^^ G G S'”'»’; then there exist matrices St G S””'»’,?) G
G G S'”'" such that
■ Ti S t '
. b
and define
-Lnl.· .—
P^j
*mi+***+mj,
0
*Pi+—+P>
D - S r  
N  Tr
0
/m 0
0 /„
(4.23)
mj+iH---Vrriu
0
0 P>+iH—
(4.24)
for j  =  1 — 1
' K ti K2i ' TtLmjD + StLp^N —TtLmjSr + StLpjTr
. Ksj -NLm,D + bLp,N NLm,Sr + bLr,,Tr
(4.25)
l y ^ ^ r - ^ - U L n ^ l  J
The set Sj(Z)  can be described as:
Sj{Z) = {(T, -  X N ) - \S ,  +  X D ) I X  G S’"’'", det{T, -  X N )  ^  0,
Kij + XKi j  -  K i jX  -  X/Taj = 0 for > =  1, . . . ,  1/ -  1} (4.26)
We show below that 4.26 describes the all solutions to DSP.
A compensator is diagonal if and only if Zc =  ZcLp .^ Since an internally 
stabilizing compensator is given by 2.20 and 2.21, a solution to DSP satisfies 
the equation below
L„,{Sr + DX)(T, -  N X ) - '  =  {Ti -  X N )- '(S i + X D )L „ . (4.27) 
On the other hand, 4.27 implies that
{T, -  XN)Lm, {Sr + DX)  =  {St + Xb)Lp,  {% -  NX) ,  (4.28)
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which is 4.26, with /f,·, t =  1, . . .  ,4 are as given by 4.25.
We now establish a direct correspondence between the characterizations of 
Method 2 and Method 3 in two-channel Ccise. For this we need the following 
proposition first.
P roposition  4.3. ([i, T/ieorem 4.3.3]) Let Z  he a two-channel transfer ma­
trix. Let any r.c.f.r. (N, D) of Z £ ppxm partitioned as N  = [ ^ i ' N2']', D =
[Di' D2']', where N{ € £>,· 6 for i =  1,2. It holds that
>11 U n ' ' D, ■ W  = Ifni
0
U21 U22 . . 0 ill2
>11 V12' ' D2 ' W  =
0 7fnj
.F 21 V22 _ ^2 . 1)21 0
(4.29)
for some fii2 and fl2i over S and for unimodular matrices U, V, W  if and only 
if any l.c.f.r. (D, N) of Z , partitioned as N  = [iVi iV2]> L) =  {b\ JD2], where 
Ni € b i  € for i =  1,2 satisfies
u - ^  =
0
— fl21 0
— i)l2 0
0
(4.30)
for some fin  and ii2i over S and for unimodular matrices U,V, L.
Now, suppose that for a given plant i/, V, W, ¿  satisfying 4.29 and 4.30 are 
constructed and the compensators are characterized by 4.15. We will show 
that, for a particular T/, S\ given in terms of i/, V, W, the parameter X  in the 
characterization of Method 3 can be selected in terms of VF, ¿, Q,·, Q u  such that 
4.26 holds. Choose Ti — Wdiag{Ui\.,V\i) and Si = Wdiag{U\2,Vi2). (Note 
that by 4.29 and 4.30 TiD -h S\N  =  I.) By this choice of 7/, 5/, we obtain
Kx = W L m ,W -\  7^ 2 = 0, K ^= 2 L
K^ = L-'Lj,,L.
X  = W
-1 0 fll2
-il2i 0
w -1
Qn Qi(l\2
-1
Qi 0
Q2II21 Q22 0 Q2_
(4.31)
satisfies 4.26. Moreover, this X  via Method 3 yields the same compensator 
obtained via Method 2. Now, suppose that for a given plant Sr, Si,Tr,Ti are
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constructed and the compensators are characterized by 4.26. Then, choosing 
Qii =  =  / , Q i  =  0,(?2 =  0 and Un  ^ =  -  X^Nu Uu =  5’,., +
Vn =  T/jj — X2N2, V12 = 5/„ + X2D2 via Method 2 yield the same 
compensator obtained via Method 3.
Comparing these three methods, one observes the following :
(i) The characterization of Method 1 hais been used in [12], [17] to satisfy 
further control specifications. This hierarchical characterization shows that 
the decentralization constraint on the overall compensator is reflected as a 
set of rank constraints on the matrix parameters Xi, A’j at each stage. In this 
sense, the overall characterization depends on v independent matrix parameters 
{XlyX^) i — 1 ,2, . . . , ! /  which are “almost free” for each i.
(ii) In Method 2, the characterization of [6] is presented. For multichannel 
plants, the special form 4.14 is obtained by Method 2 of Section 3.2. The main 
drawback in this method is that there is no clue as to the set of (J,·,·, Qi which 
makes of 4.15 unimodular.
(iii) The characterization due to [9] is a constrained YBJ parametrization, 
however the determination of common solution X  to these quadratic equations 
is left out. In cгıse, the bezout identity for the plant is chosen by using the par­
ticular compensator construction of [6], we have established a simple relation 
between the characterizations of Methods 2 and 3.
(iv) The characterization of Method 2 and 3 are hence less detailed than 
the characterization of Method 1 and they are only comparable to the initial 
stage of the characterization of Method 1 consisting of identifying QcliRcl 
that satisfy i-iii of Proposition 4.1.
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Chapter 5
EXAMPLES
Exam ple 1 : The motions of an aircraft are divided into two classes. The 
motions in pitch, are described by the longitudinal equations and those that 
displcice the motions in roll, yaw and sideslip (skidding) are described by lateral 
equations called longitudinal and lateral motion respectively. The first of the 
angular motions of an aircraft is to turn to the right or left. This is called 
yawing. The two other angular motions are rolling , a rotation from side to 
side about a fore-aud-aft axis, and pitching , a rotation about the axis of center 
of gravity.
Figure 5.1: Airplane axis
In this example, we will examine the stability of lateral motion of a class 
of airplanes called sh o rt takeoff and landing (STOL) aircrafts. (These 
aircrafts are defined by their use of propulsive lift and as having less field 
length requirements compared to conventional aircrafts. [3], [11]) The related
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output and actuating quantities are
Output Quantities Actuating Quantities
: bank angle 
p : rolling velocity 
r : yawing velocity 
P : sideslip angle
δα : aileron deflection 
Sr : rudder deflection
The data and the control derivatives are [5]
Cwt =4 .0 Cyp = -2.45 Ci^ =  0.010 'ηβ 0.120 >1 = 6.5
Cy  ^ =  -0.031 C, =  -0.26 Cn, =  -0.14 Cy  ^ =  0.56 μ = 84.2
C,, =  0.67 = -0.25 Ck = -0.13 Cnf  ^ — +0.04 1.55
a , ,  =  +0.04 = -0-30 L  =  3.89
We have selected Cw^ high since for its high values the spiral mode of the 
lateral motion is unstable. If the airplane gets a small initial roll angle then a 
gentle sideslip is produced which causes to a yawing moment. If the roll stabil­
ity is low, the directional stability keeps turning the airplane. The continuing 
bank angle maintains the sideslip and the yaw angle. As this goes on, spiral 
dive results. The second lateral motion is an oscillatory combined roll and yaw 
motion called Dutch roll. We can stabilize the system by using the synthetic 
changes that can be made in the six lateral moment derivatives (Feedbacks 
from β, p and r to Δί„ and ASr.) However because of reliability, cost effec­
tiveness and hardware simplicity we will design a decentralized compensator. 
To apply a feedback to ASa from β  is reasonable for making the spiral mode 
stable, on the other hand the stability of the other modes can be preserved with 
the feedback to Δ^γ from r. This corresponds to a decentralized compensator 
shown in Figure 5.2.
Figure 5.2: Stol Airplane
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The state space representation for the stol airplane for a lateral movement
IS
' y
P
r
J .
2fi
Is
I .
0
2(1
%
Is
Cnp
I.
l_
A
2m
J.
A
Sc
Is
0
2m
0
0
0
0 0
P Is
r
Is I.
0 0
(5.1)
P 
r
By using the typical values in the table the plant is obtained as
1 0 0 0 '
r 0 0 1 0
(5.2)
G(s) =  i gii 9\2 
921  922
(5.3)
where <7n  =  -0.001532s^-0.001020s-0.000003, <712 = 0.011603s2+0.002187s- 
0.000116, <721 =  0.010280s^ +  0.0048925^ +  0.000069s -  0.000009, <722 =
-0.077120s^-0.014987s2-0.000202s+0.000005, A = s^+0.2465s3+0.03436s2+ 
0.00111s— 0.00005. We note that one of the zeros of A is negative thus the 
open loop is unstable.
An r.c.f.r. of G(s) is
G{s) =
ffll a A c
(*+ip
S2J b 0 1(*+!)< (TfTp J
T  - 1
(5.4)
w hereo  =  0.011603s'‘+0.080547s“ -324.986322s^-276.714155s2-37.361085s +  
2.153996, b =  -0 .07712s® -  0.538169s® +  2180.728783s^ + 1442.344238s^ + 
183.874837s2 -  10.347151s- 0.596711, c =  212287.809901s®+91865.637912s‘+ 
14933.398364sH 1130.961801s2- 20.641632s- 2.766731.
The system matrices are 
Fi =
f ^  
(7+iF
, =
0 1
gn
(*+iP (^+TF \
«1 .
(7+TT J
(5.5)
Since the rank of Fi and /2 are both at least 1, for all s € the plant has 
no decentralized fixed mode. Thus DSP is solvable.
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M ethod 1 :
STEP 1 : The second system matrix (Fj) is put into the Smith form by U 
and V  given below.
i /  =
1 0
- 6 , V
0 1 
1 0 (5.6)
where 6 is as in 5.4.
The first system matrix is put into the Smith form by U and V  where 
^12 =  (iffjT and V22 =  (7^ .
STEP 2 : Thus determine a compensator Zc, which has l.c.f.r. {Qc^^Rci) 
and r.c.f.r. (F cQ cj) such that
—921
(3 +  1)7 ( J T iy r )  coprime, 
^22
+  ^ ( J W  {7T T )j) “ P"™ · (5.7)
STEP 3 : After choosing such that 5.7 is satisfied. Choose any internally 
stabilizing compensator for the closed loop plant
Z,c = [
9n
( s +1 ) ^  (s +  1)7I
A -1
(*+ iP
1
Qc3 +  ^ ( T f T j r  j 0
_  ^ 9 u Qc2 +  {9w922 — 91292i )Rc2 
^922Rej +  ^^ Q c2
For the selection of Rc, = 0 and Qc^  =  1 we obtain Zjc as ^  which can be 
stabilized by an unstable compensator
-21640075.1125s3 -  5418999.8526s’ -  773647s -  31948.3984
= s3 +  6.7535s’ -  33090.014s -  22172.4911
For the choice of Re, = and Qcj =  1, we obtain a stable closed loop 
plant Zje as which can be stabilized by
Zc, =  -10 .
M eth o d  2 :
STEP 1 : By the symmetry, interchange the roles of Fi and Fj for simplicity. 
With
i/i =
1
- t
L (*+i)7 1
, W, =
0 1 
1 0
(5.8)
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we obtain
Ux
Dx
Nx
Wx =
1
0 İ^1(i+1)  ^ J
(5.9)
as in 3.16 with A^i2 =  (^+i)4·
STEP 2 : The unimodular matrix that satisfies 3.17 is obtained as
Vi = (i+i)® (*+iP—.<711 A
L (5+i)< (i+i)« J
STEP 3 : The relevant matrices in the bezout identity 3.18 are
/7 - 1 / 7  _ m c + n a  * 1^2 - { m c  + na)
-  *. -  - ( T T T r  ’ -  ( 7 W  ^  -  ■ ( , + !) .. ·
Kx =  0, L, =  1, where m =  ii±l Z^ 5,^^ 33go.oi4,_-22i72.4911^
_____-2 1 6 4 0 0 7 5 .1 125j’ -5 4 1 8 9 9 9 .8 S 2 6 i* -7 7 3 6 4 7 a -3 1 9 4 8 .3 9 8 4
”  “  (»+!)=>
STEP 4 : The relevant matrices in 3.19 are : /^2 =  0, /,2 = 1, /^3 = 0,
¿3 = 0, Z,4 =  1, =  1, ^
STEP 5 : The desired unimodulars are obtained by 3.21 such that 
1 0
U := 921 rn c+n a 1
(,+!)« (5+l)>® ‘■
1
-6
0 ' 
1
m n
, K:= (i+ip-511
îi+ïF
A
- (i+iF (,+!)« (i+1)« J
Thus the compensators are are obtained by 5.16 as 
^  -21640075.1125s3 -  5418999.8526s2 -  773647s -  31948.3984 ^
I o o n n n  A ^ 001*70 > i m i  ’  ^ ^ 2  " ·s3 + 6.7535s2 -  33090.014s -  22172.4911
(5.10)
M eth o d  3 : We will trace Lemma 2.7 with A  =  F2, B  — Fx.
STEP 1,2 : Since F2 is already nonsingular, step 1 and 2 are trivially 
satisfied with Ux — /2 and Wx — /2 that results A = A, B  = B.
STEP 3 : We find as.
FxF,-^ =
- ( s  + 1)-·
2^1
6 A-cg2i —A
(a+1)» (i+ip
tjll-og;i -Sll
(i+1)» (*+!)<
(5.11)
The unimodular matrices that bring 5.11 into the Smith-McMillan form is 
obtained as
1 -10
i/2  =
/-1/20 (tgii-ag2 l) _  Jll \ 1 _  in /-1/20 (fcgii-ajti) _  Jn \
.J  '3  (i+1)'· (*+!)*'  ^ '3  »+1)*1 (*+!)*<'
(5.12)
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20 1 __ f —1 20 (ft A —c g 2| —1 0 6 j i i+ 1 0 o
3  ^ 3 (» + !)·*
1 /·—1 (4 A—c j2l ~106jji + 10a5ji)
 ^ J (i+1)“
, . . l_____f  i * ‘ +7.761i'® + 26.495»+ 52.0374*+ 64.854i^ + 53.1334*+ 28.680iS+ 9.957a‘WUCIC J  15» (4+1)"
^  Mi54^±.a26^^ ^+0.0224+0.001 y jg ^ unit. Precisely
(5.13)
U^FiFr^V^ = /
0
0
(*+i) ‘ J
0 1 ’ 
1 0
V2~K 1
Pc, l =  [ l
Pc. l =  [ l
■ S7l 0(4+1)1 ^
- 1
(5.14)
 The compensators are given bySTEP i :  U : = U 2 ,V  :=
J U, (5.15)
J V. (5.16)
Thus Zc, =  —10 and Zc  ^ = ^  are obtained by 5.16. By Zc =  diag{Zc^·, Zc^j 
det(r) (3.5) is / ,  which is a unit.
M ethod 4 :
By taking B  = F\., E  = F2 iox Lemma 2.4,
A =
0
A
(4+1)1 ( 7 ^
0 1
<711(4+1)1 (,+ J)7
(*+i)^ (*+i)^
A C
(*+1)^ (TFT7
P2l b
(*+i)^ (*+i)^
. gll a(4+1)1 (,+ l)T
(5.17)
where a, 6, c, <)ii, 2^1 are as in 5.4 and 5.3. This form is only column inverted 
sitituation of 5.11 in method 3. Thus the same compensators are obtained.
By method 1 and method 2 we have found a compensator of total degree 
3, however method 3 and method 4 result a compensator of total degree 0 
(constant compensator). For methods 1, one needs to choose the particular 
solution carefully in order to find the same compensator as method 3 and 4.
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E xam ple 2 : Consider the system in Figure 5.3 consisting of three iden­
tical penduli with point masses of m and of length L that are coupled by two 
springs with the spring constants k\ and fcj at a distance a from the platform 
at which the penduli are fixed [14]. It is assumed that the parameters satisfy
m > 0 ,  L >  a>  Q (5.18)
The objective is to control the angles 0,· between the vertical aocis and the 
axis of the pendulum i using the external torque u,· as the control variable for 
i =  1,2,3.
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
Figure 5.3: Inverted penduli
The torque equations are
mL^Oi = mgLsin(9i) — kia^(sin(9i) — sin($2)) + Ui 
mL^92 =  mgLsin(92) -|- ¿ia^(stn(^i) — stn(02))
—k2a^{sin{92) — sm(93)) + «2 
mL^93 =  mgLsin{93) +  k2a^{sin{92) — $in{93)) -f U3
where g is the gravitational constant and 9 denotes the second derivative of 9 
with respect to time. The equations of motion linearized about 9i =  0; i = 
1,2,3 are
m LH i =  mgL9i — kio^{9i — ^2) +  «1
mZ/^^2 = mgL92 +  k\a^{9\ — ^2) — k20^{92 — O3) -H «2
mL^0з =  mgL93 -f k20^{92 — ^3) +  «3
(5.19)
A state space representation
X =  F x  -b (7«, y = H X (5.20)
• · ·
is obtained by choosing x  :=  (^1,^1, ^2, 2^, ^3,^3) as the state vector, u  :=  
(ui,U2,U3) 'a s  the control input and y := (yi,y25j/3) as the output, where x, 9
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are derivatives with respect to time of x, 6 and
F =
G
0 1 0 0 0 0
L mL·^ 0
k\
mI/2 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
nxL·^ 0 i i'iy+%y 0
k j^o? 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
_ 0 0 m lP 0 zL mL·^ 0 j
0 0 0
1
rrH? 0 0 ’ 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0
, H  = 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 1mL^ 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0
0 0 1mZ?
The transfer matrix Z  =  H {sl — F) *(? is obtained as
A
1^1 1^2 Zi3
Z2l Z22 Z23 , (5.21)
2^31 3^2 Z33 _
where zu  = bs  ^+ (bai +  2602 — 26c)s^ + (6c^  — 2bco2 — bcai +  60102)» -2^12 =  •^ 21 = 
bais^ +  (601O2 — 6coi), Zi3 =  Z31 = 601O2, Z22 = bs  ^ + (601 + 602 — 2bc)s^ +  
6(c — Oi)(c — 02), 2^3 =  232 =  6o2«^  + 602(01 — c), Z33 = bs* + (602 +  26oi — 
26c)s^H-(6c^—26coi —6CO2+ 601O2) and A = s®+(2o i+ 2o2—3c)s^+(3c^—4oic—
402C +  3oi02)s^ + ( —C^ + 2oiC^  +  2o2C^ —3oi02c) with C = 1^ , 
for i =  1, 2.
Z  has a simple right coprime fractional representation over S. For the values 
m =  0.04, i/ =  5,0 =  1, A:i =  1, At2 = l,g  = 10, 5.21 becomes
Z  =  ND~^
with
(5.22)
r 1 0 0 ‘ j-1 -1 0j+1 oi+TF
0 1 0 , D = -1 a* -1(i+iF
0 0 1 0 -1 «—1(,+ip J (*+iF i+1 J
(5.23)
One can obtain this fractional representation by taking the laplace trans­
form of the equations of motion 5.19 with zero initial conditions for the val­
ues above. We note that the open loop system has characteristic function 
det{D) = {s — 1)(5  ^— s^ — 2) so that it is unstable.
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The system matrices are obtained as
E l
El =
F2 =
[ D2
[ N2
r E 3
F3  =
U 3
s - l  -1 n
5 + 1  (5 +  i ) i  ^
J  0 0
-1 -1
(5 + 1 )2  ( , +  1)2 ( , +  1)2
^ (7+i)i ^
n -1 <-i
^ (I+iF *+i
0 0
(5.24)
(i+iF J
By checking the rank conditions 3.27, we see that the plant has no decentralized 
fixed modes.
M ethod 1 :
STEP 1 : The set of all admissible compensators for the third channel is 
given by applying the verification algorithm at the end of third chapter.
i (r  = {!})
rank (,+l)*
- 1
(»+!)»
. ^=3 (,+i)« Qc3 — Rc3 7 ^
> 1, Vs 6 C+. (5.25)
i (r = {2})
rank
ii»±L
(3+iP
+ 7 » * - 6 5 4 - 7 1  
(4 + 1 )»
p  4» + 3 4 ^ -5 4 + 7  ^  , p  44»+324^+1154^+2464»+4444^+7784+493
. <^=3 (i+l)9 Vc3 -T 7lc3 (4+l)‘0
> 1
,V s€ C+. (5.26)
ii (r = {0})
( (s + l)<’ (s + l)3
s + 3 -
Pc3 +  Qc3) left coprime.
iii (r = {1,2})
The 0 compensator for the third channel satisfies the conditions above. The 
two-channel closed loop plant is obtained as
s" -  s2 -  1 s2 -  1
s 2 - l
z  = ______ 1______
s® — 2s^ — s  ^-f 2
(5.27)
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An r.c.f.r of Z  is
Z  =
1 0 ,3-1 -(3^-1) ]( W (3+l)i (3+1)^
0 ,3-1 -1 5‘-53-l(5+1)* J (5+1)3 (3+1)« J
n -1
(5.28)
STEP 2 : By regarding the closed loop plant as the new two-channel plant, 
the system matrices are
Fic =
i^ 2c =
j^-1
(TmF
(TmF
(*+ip
0
(»+1)‘
0
5«-5»-l
(i+1)^
(»+ip
STEP 2.1 : With the unimodular matrices i/, V, U, V  we get the form
Un Uu 
U21 U22
where
U =
U n  Ui2
A A
U21 U22
+7 -653-71 875^+1133^+58i+70
(i+lp (a+lp
D 2 V n VI2 1 0
N 2 . . 2^1 V22 . 0
5-1
(3+lP J
D ,  ' Vn Vi2 ■ ' 1 0
Nr  _ . K21 % 2 _ 0 5—1(5+1)3 J
- a + 1(,+1)3
, ‘ - 5 3 -1
(3+1)^
0 1
1  5 3 ^ 7 j a _ e s ^ _ 7 i
(5+1)3
U =
5+3 4 ' 1 
0
(5+3)(53-lJ ]
5 + 1 
-1 53-1 , V =
(3+l)‘
1(h T F  j
STEP 2.2 : By using the result of method 1 in section 3.2, select Pc2iQc^i 
Qci, Rc  ^ such that
’ ( ^ )  ^eft coprime,
( 2,^—553—7,3—25+2 — — 1 riffht coDrimeIvcj (7^)T +  ^ C 2 (,+1)3 5 (,+i)s; rigni copriiiie.
STEP 2.3 : After the selection of Zcj, choose a compensator that internally 
stabilize the closed-loop plant that is constructed after the application of
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and Zc3· One candidate for Zc, is 0 compensator, which results a closed-loop 
plant
— — .s^  — 1
The minimum order internally stabilizing compensator for the closed-loop plant 
5.29 is a fifth order compensator, that is
^ 2431s® + 3213s^ -  528s3 -  4965^ -  2927s -  3741
“  s®-f-U s“ -2 3 7 4 s3 -3 0 2 6 s2 -  1458s-  1870 ’
M ethod 2 :
STEP 1 : The plant is strongly connected, thus go to step 2.
STEP 2 : Let us define j  := i/, b := m. (This is an initialization step, 
however we do not use the indices j  and b below.)
STEP 3 : Now we apply Lemma 2.7 with A = F3 and B = [Fi' F2']'. 
However, we do not trace it step by step, since there are shortcuts in the proof.
STEP 3.1 : The last two columns of F3 construct a nonsingular 2 x 2  minor.
- 1  4-1
Thus define À  of Lemma 2.7 as (4+1)» 4+1
0 (*+iP
STEP 3.2 : Define B  as the last two columns of [Fi' F2']' for simplicity.
STEP 3.3 : Now we will find the unimodular matrices that bring Fn into 
its Smith-McMillan form, where
Fr = BA~^ = ( s  +  1 )"
-»■1-1
( » - H ) “ ( » + 1)3
0 0
- 4* 4<-4»-l
( » - H P ( » - H P
- 1 4—1
( » ■ H P ( » ■ H p
(5.30)
A choice for K \ , K2 in order to obtain the form
K xFrK2 =
(5 +  1)" 0
0
( » - H P
0 0
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IS
Kx =
' n  n  i* + 7 * * - 6 5 i - 7 1  87#*+ 113**+ 58 i+ 70
^ (.+!)» (.+!)»
0 0 
1 0 
0 1
»-1
?7FTF
0
0
li+ J?"
1
0
0 1
1 **+7<*+22j +^42«^ +58«+70
* (*+ir
We find the unimodular matrix K3 that satisfies
0 1 
1 0
A'fMA'a =
(Th F ®
as
Kz =
STEP 3.4 : Define
Ei =
- » + 1
* + l
i* + 6 * -7 1
(»+>)*
- 1 «*+7«< + 2 2 i*  +42<’ + 585+ 70
( i + i p ' (5+1)»
1 1 '
« 1  =
’ 1 0
0 0 K z
(5.31)
(5.32)
(5.33)
Now consider the resultant system matrix after the application of Hi.
Fi
F2
Hi =
«-1 - 5 * - 6 5 + 7 1
5 +1 (Tr F ( 5 + l ) i
1
0 0
-1 -5<+5*+l - 8 7 5 3 -1 1 3 5 3 -5 8 5 -7 0
(^ + iF (*+iP
0
- 5 + 1 5 3 + 6 5 - 7 1
(5 + 1 )3 (5 + 1 ) «
(5.34)
By checking the rank conditions over the first two columns of FiHi and F2H1 
we see that A" =  0 in the construction algorithm trivially satisfies 3.41 thus 
Step 3 can be repeated once more.
STEP 4 (Repetition of Step 3) :
Steps 4.1 and Step 4.2 must be skipped because of the dimension of the 
problem.
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STEP 4.3 : We will find unimodular matrices that bring Fr2 to its Smith- 
McMillan form, where
Fr2 =
5—1 5-1 -1 -p .+ 5 * + l I
5+1 (7+ÏF (*+1)" (5+1)^
1 0 0 -5  +  1(7+ÎF (7+iF J
t  - 1
5—1
(i+1)« (a+1)»
L (i+l)i (i+l)«
After some calculations we obtain the form
E 2FR2GM2 =
(5.35)
5—1
0 j-l
where
5  ^+  1 1 5 ^ -  23745^ -3 0 2 6 5 ^  - 1 4 5 8 5 - 1 8 7 0 24314*+ 3 2 1 3 4 « -5 2 8 4 * -4 9 6 4 * -2 9 2 7 5 -3 7 4 1
E2 =
(4 + 1 )* (4 + 1 )*
- 4 ® + 4 * + l ( 4 - 1 ) ( 4 < - 4 * - 2
(5 + 1 )« (5 +  1)* J
G M2 =
0 1
1 ( 3 - l ) ( i^ + ll i® + 5 6 a * + 1 7 6 i ‘ + 3 8 8 i® + 6 6 0 i* -1 4 6 9 i-1 8 7 1 )
Define G2 :=
0 1 
1 0
GM2 .^
Now we find the unimodular matrix H2 that satisfies
-1
G2
____  -P+P+1
( , + l ) î  ( s + i y
0 - j + l(i+l)3
0 1
H2
j-l
(*+i)^  0
(5.36)
(5.37)
H2 is found as
H2 =
4® - i *  - 1  4 ^ + 1 1 4 ·-  23754* -3 0 3 7 4 ^ 9 1 6 4 * + 1 1 5 6 4 * + 1 4 5 8 4 + 1 8 7 0
(i+lp (7+îP
-  (4*+114*+564*+1764^+3884*+6604* -1 4 6 9 4 -1 8 7 1  ) 
(5+1)* (7 + Ï F
-1
We do not need step 4.4 since we have skipped step 4.1 and step 4.2.
STEP 5 (Step 4 of the method 3) : Since the plant is strongly connected 
and has three channels, go to step 4 of the method 3.
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STEP 6 : The desired unirnodular matrices are U i , U 2 , U 3  and W  up to
some elementary operations, where W  = Hi ' H2
0 '
0 1
, Ui = E2, U2 =
G2·, H3 = E l . Thus a decentralized compensator that stabilizes the plant is
^c =
243Ь*+3213д*-528д*-496 д^ -29275-3741
-2374дЗ_зо26д*-1458*-1870
0
0
0 0 
0 0 
0 0
(5.38)
For the characterization of all compensators, we use the form 3.33, where
О _ о  — {*‘-**-i)(**+6»-7i) 0  _ s-l 0 — 1 Г»“ 12 -  ( 7 ^ ,  i^l3 -  (T iip  »21 -  (TjrijT, 1^ 31 -  (TpYj?, i l3 2  =
а^+11а«+56д*+176»< +388д® + 660»*-1469д-1871  n  _  *‘*+17***+ 137а” +697д‘®+2518л» ,
(i+1)“ ’ “ 23 — (*+l)‘^  *1·
+ 6 9 0 2 a * + 1 5 1 1 8 i’^ + 2 8 0 3 0 i« -1 6 4 4 4 8 i* -2 6 7 3 2 0 i< + lS 3 5 i* + 3 5 2 3 9 i+ 7 9 6 0 3 i+ 1 3 0 8 9 9
(*+1)”
All compensators are given by 4.15. One can check by the characterization 
results that, zero compensators to the first and third channels or to the first 
and second channels with a fifth order compensator to the rest also stabilizes 
the plant.
M ethod 3 :
Define E  := [Fi В  := F3. By using the sketch of the proof given
for Lemma 2.4, define a,j. Thus
A =
s-l
(*+l)»
1
(д-1)(И-а»-2 (i-lp
(Д+1)* (Д+1)«
5* —5^—1 5 — 1
“F mF
(3+1)·.i
Д-1 »-1
(* + ! ) »  (» + 1 )4
I 1
(»+!)« (»+!)« (i+1)* (*+l)^  (»+!)« (»+!)« J
which gives K 3 =  [1 0]. Use the lemma with E := [Fi' (F 3F3)']', B  := Fi 
now. A  can be defined similarly 21s
A =
- I  (i-l)(»«-»*-2 -(»<-,2-1)
(»+1)0 (3+1)· (*+l)«
-(3-1)^ -(3-1)
(»+!)« (»+1)40
We obtain K 2 =  [1 0]. Finally define E  := \{К2Е2У{КзЕз)'\\ В  := Fi. A, 
this time,
A =
(»-1)(»1-»2-2
(3+1)^
( 3 + 1 ) ·
which results in
t/ · f »4+1I»«-2374»*-3026»*-1458»-1870 2431»*+3213»‘ -528»*-496»*-2927»-3741 1
“  I (i+ip (»+!)· J ·
Therefore, the same compensator of Methods 1 and 2 is obtained. In method 
3 since the first row A  is left unimodular, the determination of K3, K 2 is 
relatively simple. However when the dimension of B  increases it is not so easy.
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Chapter 6
CONCLUSION
In this thesis we presented in a unified manner the construction and charac­
terization methods for a solution to decentralized stabilization problem (DSP) 
for strictly proper plants in a fractional setup. The contributions of the thesis 
are the following.
(i) Four methods of construction to a solution to DSP are given starting 
with a right coprime fractional representation of the plant over the ring of 
stable transfer functions thereby achieving a unification between the methods.
(ii) An extension of the construction method of [6] to »/-channel systems is 
given.
(iii) A clarification of connection between the alternative characterization 
methods of [6] and [9] is achieved.
(iv) In Method 2 of Section 3.2, the construction of [6] is presented with a 
modification which closes a slight gap in the argument of [6] in Step 2.
For the characterization of all solutions to DSP, Method 1 seems most suit­
able, since the matrix parameters of the characterization are almost free, i.e., 
generically the required conditions are satisfied. For the characterizations of 
[6], there is no clue as to how the set of parameters used for the characterization 
will satisfy the unimodularity constraint.
The examples given in the fifth chapter shows that computationally all these 
methods are not easy to apply. The construction of Method 1 is relatively easy 
to apply as it yields a solution in at most 2 or 3 trials. The construction of
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Method 2 requires an identification of the strongly connected compenents and 
in case the plant is not strongly connected, computationally this method is not 
so difficult. The construction of Method 3 computationally becomes harder as 
the dimension of the transfer matrix increases.
For future work, it would be worthwhile to give an explicit description for 
Q,·,·, Qi that satisfy the unimodularity constraint of 4.15 in terms of certain 
rank and/or coprimeness conditions. This would further clarify the connection 
between the characterizations of Methods 1 and 2.
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